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Ray Davies Unravels 
The Muswell Puzzle

“Here come the people 
grey/To take me away,” sing the 
Kinks. Did you think it was a 

fantasy? Not so, says the group’s leader.

2 CIRCUS

T t’s a cold night at the Hay- 
A market—the Manhattan bar 
where displaced English groups 
spend a good part of their time pre
tending they’re in London. It's a 
dark, quiet place and the bartender 
comes from Liverpool. Ray Davies 
of the Kinks is sitting in a booth 
with his head bowed down, reading 
the Village Voice. The dusky am
ber light falling on his face and hair 
is reminiscent of the English pub 
lighting on the cover of the Kinks' 
new album Musuiell Hillbillies 
(RCA).

Spending time with Ray Davies 
is one way of suspending yourself in 
time and space. The air around him 
seems filled with the faces of uncles 
who died when he was still tiny, 
working girls who were pretty and 
young long before he was born, and 
pop stars who were on the rise when 
he was first making the charts. 
This was the fourth time Davies 
had made himself available in two 
days. The first three times had 
been over the telephone: now the 
previously disembodied voice took 
on a third dimension.

The dark lining: As we talked. 
"The House Of The Rising Sun" 
by the Animals came on the juke 
box. Raymond Douglas Davies 
—writer, producer and lead singer 
since the mid-60’s—asked how Eric 
Burden—another mid-60's veter
an—was doing these days. When he 
had been assured that Eric was 
doing quite well with War. he 
seemed satisfied.

Taking paper and a pen Ray 
started to sketch ("anything that 
comes to my mind”) fat old men, 
using delicate cartoon-type line 
drawings. As he hunched over his 
pen, Ray began to explain how the 
ghosts that haunt his thoughts had 
shaped the latest Kinks album:

"I wanted it to be a double al
bum. To start, it’s about making 
people something they’re not. I 
wanted it to be like Arthur (Repr
ise), but I didn’t have the time to 
finish it because I had a lot of 
things to do this year. I wanted to

make little statements about Eng
land and what's happened to some 
of the people.”

Ray has taken on a cause lately, 
and it’s crept into most of his mu
sic. He explained: “What amazes 
me is there are new towns like Har
low in England, and in these towns 
and in Colchester and East Anglia 
there are all these people who’ve 
been taken out of the East End of 
London and put into these places 
where they don't really exist as 
they did before. They’re trying to 
keep things the same as when they 
lived together in London, but they 
have to breakdown eventually. You 
can’t just live on memories and 
things like that."

"People take pictures of each 
other
Just to prove that they really ex
isted
. . . don’t show me no more 
please"

Village Green Preservation 
Society (Reprise)

The people in grey: But back to 
Muswell Hillbillies: "it sounds 
very heavy and serious and it is,” 
Ray warns, "it’s just very disturb
ing to see this happen. They’re 
knocking down all the places in 
Holloway and Islington and mov
ing all the people off to housing 
projects in new towns. They say the 
houses they’re tearing down are old 
and decayed, but they’re not really. 
My Gran used to live in Islington in 
this really nice old house, and they 
moved her to a block of flats, and 
she hasn’t got a bath now. She’s got 
a shower because there isn’t room 
for a bath. And like she's ninety 
years old, she can’t even get out of 
the chair let alone stand in the 
shower. They haven’t taken that 
into consideration. And they knew 
she was going to move in because 
it s a new block and they took her 
around and showed her where she 
was gonna live and she didn’t have 
any choice. They didn’t think to 
help her in any way. Ifs just a lacfc 
of consideration for people Th 
government people think th • 
taking them into a wonSerfufe
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“You Really Got Me," it’s as if 
John Lennon were still doing “I 
Want To Hold Your Hand?” Len
non wouldn’t do it; but Ray Davies 
is comfortable with his past.

“I don’t find it particularly hard 
to live with some of the stuff I’ve 
written. I’m proud to have written 
some. I’m not so proud to have 
written some. But, I find it easy to 
live with, and that’s why I do it. I 
don’t want to belittle things I’ve 
worked hard at. And I think 
they’ve come off. so why not do 
them. No one else is going to do 
them.”

Is it the Kinks’ aim to keep old

he came to see me when I was very 
young, just before he died. He had 
TB from working on the railway, 
and he died because of his job. He 
drew me a picture of a train. He 
couldn’t draw, but he thought he 
was giving me something by draw
ing a train for me. I never really 
spoke to him, but like Rosie Rooke, 
he symbolized something to me.”

Robot and clown: Does all this 
sound terribly serious coming from 
the court jester of the Kinks . . . 
the man who bounds onstage wear
ing a top hat and a tuxedo jacket 
with a tea rose pinned to the pocket 
. . . screaming “right on?” Ray 
Davies is an anachronism. He 
doesn’t belong to today ... he 
doesn’t belong to the future, he’s in 
love with the past but he knows he 
can’t go back there. Davies is a 
misplaced person, a hero to teenage 
boys, and a character who makes 
fun of the lifestyle he is very much 
a part of.

RCA gave a huge press party for 
the Kinks recently at a posh French 
restaurant. Present were members 
of the Who, Andy Warhol and Co. 
and the Cockettes (heavily eye- 
shadowed creatures in enormous 
curling hairdoes and velvet dresses 
who, despite their feminine slinki
ness, are men). And if you looked 
very closely, you could spot Ray 
Davies standing in darkened cor
ners talking to his friends. Ray di
vulged: “I sent my robot, an imita
tion robot dressed up as me. I 
stayed at the hotel. He taped the 
thing on video for me and played it 
for me the next morning. It was 
quite interesting. If I had known it 
was going to be like that I would 
have brought some tramps from 
London. All sorts of people. I 
would have brought some old lay
abouts.”

Trip to the past: The original 
Kinks arrived on the scene in 1964 
with their first hit “You Really Got 
Me,” the song which to this day is 
their show-stopper. When the 
Kinks sing it now Ray announces: 
“This is a parody of rock and roll, 
of four young men in red suits and 
frilly shirts singing this song.” The 
chords start and the audience 
— previously quite contained— 
jumps to its feet and rushes the 
stage screaming and yelling and 
dancing in the aisles. From then on 
it’s anyone’s guess what year it is, 
or how old we all are. It’s 1964 and 
it’s 1972 and the audience is having 
a good time. “The Kinks are really 
fun,” someone in the audience com
mented.

But how many people in the 
crowd realized that when Ray 
Davies does an old number like

world but it’s just destroying 
people.”

I got a letter this morning with 
serious news that’s gone and 
ruined my day

The borough surveyors used com
pulsory purchase to acquire my 
domain

They’re gonna pull up the floors, 
they're gonna knock down the 
walls, they’re gonna dig up the 
drains

Here come the people in grey, 
they're gonna take me away to 
Lord knows where.

(“Here Come The 
People In Gray”) 

“People can’t meet each other any
more in those apartment blocks 
they have,” Ray continues, "people 
looking through all those little spy 
holes at each other."

They’re putting us in little boxes 
No character just uniformity 
They’re trying to build a comput
erized community
But they’ll never make a zombie 
out of me.

(“Muswell Hillbilly”) 
The old world: “The album is a 

condensed version of all these 
ideas. The first side is trying to live 
in this world, the other side is con
cerned with the old world. I’d like 
to make a little film out of it.”

Well I said goodbye to Rosie 
Rooke this morning
I’m gonna miss her bloodshot al
coholic eyes
She wore her Sunday hat so she’d 
impress me
I’m gonna carry her memory till 
the day I die.

(“Muswell Hillbilly”) 
“Rosie Rooke who’s in the last 
song, she really existed,” Ray said, 
still intent on his drawing. “She 
used to be my Mother’s friend when 
they were about sixteen. They used 
to walk up the Holloway Road, and 
all the boys whistled at her because 
she was very big and well endowed 
and nice and shapely. She had a 
very sad life, drink and all that, 
and she never felt fulfilled as a per
son. On the original demo for the 
album there was a whole song 
called ‘Rosie Rooke.’ Leaving 
Rosie Rooke behind is like leaving 
everything behind. She symbolized 
all that for me. She was what it 
was like and I didn’t actually know 
her.”

Another member of Ray’s family 
is present and accounted for on 
“Muswell Hillbillies,” Ray said: 
“Uncle Son was an uncle of mine 
who worked on the railway. Most of 
the people I know in life are just or- 
dinary people like Uncle Son. 
They’re not extremely talented. I 
can’t remember talking to him but
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English rock alive? “No,” Ray 
says, “there’s a leaning towards 
rock and roll in the group because 
my brother Dave likes hard music. 
But my taste is different. I like 
Fred Astaire.”

A new anchor: The Kinks have 
the distinction of being one of the 
only groups other than the Rolling 
Stones to have remained basically 
unchanged since the first wave of 
British rock music. Their only alte
rations have been minor. Original 
bass guitarist Pete Quaife has been 
replaced by another Englishman 
named John Dalton. John seems 
very happy onstage with the Kinks,

MUSIC 
was the place where all righteous 
revolutionaries hung out at that 
time.

Rotten luck: Ray seems to have a 
great deal of bad luck when it 
comes to performing onstage with 
The Kinks. What it’s done is given 
the Kinks the reputation of being 
rotten live, which they are not—if 
you are lucky enough to catch Ray 
on a good night. “I’m kind of acci
dent prone that way,” Ray admits 
“there’s always something wrong 
with me.” The first time I’d ever 
seen the Kinks live, Ray had a tem
perature of 105. He went on any
way. That was in 1967. Ray let it 
be known that the song “All Of My 
Friends Were There,” on the Vil
lage Green Preservation Society 
LP (Reprise), was written about 
that specific occasion:

My big day it was the biggest 
day of my life
It was the summit of my whole 
career
But I felt so down and I drunk 
too much beer
The management said that I 
should not appear
I walked out on to the stage and 
started to speak. . .
I explained to the crowd and they 
started to cheer
And just when I wanted no one to 
be there
All of my friends were there.
“I wrote ‘All Of My Friends 

Were There’ because I was feeling 
bad. I really felt terrible and the 
curtains opened and I knew every
one in the front row.” A similar 
thing happened more recently at 
Philharmonic Hall in New York. 
Ray said, “I’d just been very ill, 
and I went over the edge as they 
say. It does happen. I was working* 
very hard. I'd just finished a lot of 
work, I was very disturbed, and 
very unhappy because I had a lot of 
friends in the audience. I wanted to 
make them happy and it was very 
difficult.”

All of my friends were there to 
stand and stare
Say what they think. . .
Those who laughed were not 
friends anyway. . .
Ray is nothing like his "image." 

He’s gentle and quiet and sensitive. 
He’d rather talk to people than to 
telephones and tape recorders; and 
he’d rather draw pictures than talk 
to people. At the end of one phone 
interview Ray joked: "They’re go
ing to send round a car to take me 
away and when they knock at the 
door I’ll be ready.” He was referr
ing to his music publisher’s sending 
a car around, but the sentence 
seemed to have quite a different 
meaning the way he said it •

by Janis Schact

CKCLS 5

and Ray seems delighted pim: 
"He's really stable, he's the pass 
(the base?). He's good to havp on 
tour. He holds things down because 
he doesn’t change. He refuse? to 
live in America: he's not here. His 
day is built around the things he 
does in London. He gets up at a cer
tain time. He goes out and buyg the 
English papers and he drinks tea 
all the time.” The only major 
change in format has been the addi
tion of John Goslin on organ. Mick 
Avory (drums), and of course Ray's 
younger brother Dave have been 
there since the very beginning back 
at Hornsey Art College. Art college
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Jim McCarty looked down 
to see an arm motioning for his guitar.

K-

has been dubbed a “fourth-rate Led 
Zeppelin." an “American version of 
Black Sabbath sans the crucifixes" 
and an “extremely poor man's sub
stitute for Grand Funk." They have 
been called other things by less po
lite critics, and have even been 
called nothing at all by several 
prominent rock tabloids, which I 
suppose hurts the most. (As Don 
McLean says, to be criticized is bad 
enough, but to be blatantly ignored 
is heresy.)

Actually, each and every member 
of Cactus is extremely good at what 
he does. In fact, individually they're 
all truly dynamite (Tim and Car
mine together, though, are the bos- 
sestl). It's just that at times they 
have difficulty fusing their individ
ual efforts into one musical unit. 
But they're certainly getting better 
at it.

Cactus: Getting Off Without Beck
What’s behind the weirdness of Cactus’ latest album? And what 

is the group’s relationship with Jeff Beck?
(Plus the tale of an unexpected Fudge reunion.)

by Patrick (Willie Boy) Salvo Feathers of an Angel

T t's a whispy frigid evening 
J. in the depths of Long Island 
where the group. Cactus, is playing 
to 1.300 frenzied teens at the in
famous Rock Pile. Two local favor
ites—-Dust and Boomerang—have 
just completed their sets, and Cac
tus is about to lay down their 
high-energy repertoire, which will be 
fattened this particular evening by 
the addition of several numbers hot 
off their latest Atco release. Restric
tions. As Cactus rolls on. a feeling 
of mixed emotion runs through the 
band (as well as the audience) due to 
several good. bad. strange and ugly 
occurrences which are in the air.

Cactus guitarist Jim McCarty 
has just received news that a friend 
and fellow musician. Duane All- 
man. has had a fatal motorcycle ac
cident. Jim. who has jammed with 
Duane several times, is taking it 
hard, and you can tell that the news 
has affected the entire Cactus con
tingent in a very strange way. An in
cessant patter of “why did it have to 
happen to him” and “I wonder what 
he was on that night” rumbles from 
the mouths of the rock and roll chil
dren. interrupting the hurried gulps 
of watered down beer and tiny red 
pills. From his high vantage point, 
vocalist Rusty Day breaks the chat
ter by screaming out the lyrics of 
“Evil." an ole blues tune made fa
mous by Howlin' Wolf. Drummer 
Carmine Appice then signals to bas
sman Tim Bogert. and the Cactus 
men rip into an exaggerated Macon. 
Georgia, type boogie shuffle. A lone 
fan continues to call out, “Long live 
Duane . . . long live Duane . . . ." 
but his voice is droned out by the 
loudness of the music, the density of 
the smoke and the eeriness of the 
night.

Duane's death was just the first 
bizarre occurrence to go down that 
chilly evening. But in order to un
derstand the peculiar incident that 
capped the performance, it's neces
sary to take a closer look at Cactus' 
present music and past history.

The bad-mouths and the band: 
Cactus is a band who rely heavily on 
high energy, high intensity and high 
volume. Whether they execute these 
three items successfully is another 
question; but make no bones about 
it, they do rely on them. The group

You could complain that Cactus' 
musical riffs are strangely familiar, 
though the way they've been put to
gether makes it hard to remember 
where you first heard them. But the 
familiar contours of the music they 
shape can be a powerful asset.

Repetition power: According to 
one critic’s “holy repetition theory." 
everyone from Mick Jagger to the 
Partridge Family is simply rehashing 
the same immortal rock phrasings 
anyway. It's just that people like 
Cactus aren't bothering to cover this 
fact up. Since “concentrated repeti
tion" is a major factor in the art of 
hypnosis, you are quite likely to find 
yourself mesmerized by the Cactus 
sound. And because of the skill with 
which Cactus takes advantage of 
that “concentrated repetition" in 
almost every set. the Rock Pile 
crowd this eventful frigid evening 
shows nary a sign of boredom, res
tlessness. or even music-fatigue. In
stead. most of the onlookers are 
standing up and clapping while the 
rest are engaged in intense facial 
and bodily gyration, which can be 
best described as early '55 Lindy 
minced with late '69 English Idiot 
Dancing.

As Lydia from Long Beach point
ed out while dancing with me: “you 
can't be bored with Cactus, they do 
each set differently every time, and 
with Rusty laying down his groovy 
raps, it’s really hard to get tired of 
them. What really turned me on 
tonight is when they did 'Long Tall 
Sally.' " Well, if Lydia can gen
uinely get next to that ancient Little 
Richard tune. I suppose it's only- 
fair that maybe Tom, Dick and 
Harry of the spoons and white pow
der brigade can associate with "To
ken Chokin' " and “Mean Night In 
Cleveland."

Obscene parodies: “Token Cho
kin' ” was written about the prob
lems in a “do" house. (A “do" 
house is a smokey communal gath
ering place for people who wish to 
do their respective medicinal things 
in pleasant company.) It speaks 
about “getting off" together, kick
ing the habit for a while, and then 
going back to the same old thing 
"just one more time.”

Its lyrics as well as its jolly me
lodic content are highly reminiscent
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Rusty Day disappeared mysteriously 
from the stage, to be replaced 

by the bald-headed founder of the 
Vanilla Fudge.

directly to where Jeffy Boy was 
playing. Carmine got backstage to 
him first, and it was like old home 
week, except that Beck hadn't really 
been part of Carmine's home, al
though it might have been inter
esting if he had.

As Carmine recalls: “When Tim
my and I were with the Vanilla 
Fudge, we were digging this English 
guitarist, Jeff Beck, on the road, 
carrying Beck-Ola around on a cas
sette. digging it and saying, ‘man. 
that's some guitar player." We were 
in Vancouver or somewhere in Ca
nada with Zeppelin when their 
drummer. John Bonham, mentioned 
that Jeff Beck really digs the way 
Tim and 1 play. At that point it was 
ironic that he should say that, be
cause we dug the way Jeff plays and 
we were really bummed out with the 
Fudge. Bonham then suggested we 
give Beck a call. We called Jeff up 
and asked him if he wanted to put a 
group together. So, the original 
group was going to be Tim. Jeff 
Beck. Rod Stewart on vocals and 
myself."

What happened next was unfortu
nate on one hand, but quite lucrative 
for all concerned in the end. History 
had it that Mr. Beck was to ex
perience a near fatal car accident, 
and plans for a Vanilla Fudge-Beck 
liaison had to be postponed.

Sorry, Jeff: Enter Mr. James 
McCarty (Cactus’ astounding ax
eman) formerly of Mitch Ryder’s 
Detroit Wheels, the Buddy Miles 
Express and the Seigall-Schwall 
Blues Band. A chance meeting be
tween McCarty and Appice in a Los 
Angeles music store had opened up 
possibilities that were eventually go
ing to make a strange impact on the 
musical world. “This meeting was 
two years before I actually asked 
him to join, mind you." adds Ap
pice. “I liked what McCarty was up 
to and vice-versa. Just before that 
we had auditioned a couple of cats 
(Terry Kelly and Mike Evans) 
whose names appear on the back of 
our first album, hoping that there 
might have been a slight chance to 
revive the Fudge—put some balls 
into it—but we soon nixed that idea. 
It was going to be a whole new thing 
for us. Anyway, it was between Jeff 
or Jim. and, of course, we chose 
Jimmy. Ironically. Beck was still in
terested and when he got better he 
rung us up. but all we could say was 
‘sorry man. but we got McCarty.’

“But you know something, when 
Cactus played at the Speakeasy 
(London), we invited Beck down to 
jam with us. He met us at the hotel, 
and we had a few hard drinks. We 
jammed in the room, and me and

Tim went to his house and jammed 
there, too. He was supposed to 
come down to the Speakeasy. He 
came down the night we played, 
brought his guitar and got drunk. 
We called him up on stage and he 
just split. In fact, before we called 
him up. he split. Cozy Powell 
(Beck's drummer) said Jeff felt that 
’Jim McCarty blew him off the 
stage so he didn't want to come up.' 
I said. ‘You’re kidding, man.’ We 
were really looking forward to Jeff 
and McCarty playing together. That 
would have been incredible."

Vanilla Cactus Fudge: But would 
it have been as incredible as what 
went down that aforementioned 
chilly evening when Cactus and 
company were whooping it up at 
what might be their last Rock Pile 
appearance? (The place is doomed 
to be renovated into a restaurant, 
unless business picks up.) And what 
was so incredible about that evening 
you ask? Well, for one. Cactus 
hadn’t shown their faces live for 
quite a long time (recording and 
all), and it was incredible to see 
them in the flesh once again. Sec
ondly. it was incredible to believe

of one of those obscene drug pa
rodies on Between the Buttons by 
the Stones:

"Token Chokin' heavy on the 
jokin’;
Your best friends don’t care.
Run up. throw up. hope your 
brain don't blow up:
Notice that you're Iosin' hair.

“Token Chokin’ " 
(R. Day-C. Appice) 

On the other hand, the semi-in- 
strumental piece that clinches the 
album, “Mean Night In Cleve
land"—a slow finger-pickin’, blues
harp trailer—is. as Rusty Day put 
it, “a little momento after spend
ing the night in a dark hole in 
Ohio.” “Guiltless Glider." the 
aforementioned hypnotic love song, 
starts off with a climbing bass line, 
solos into a bit of the old Yardbirds' 
(“Happenings Ten Years Time 
Ago." etc.) guitar excitement and 
then glides mysteriously into a bit of 
Ravel's Bolero, borrowed from 
(who else) Jeff Beck (“Beck's Bo
lero").

Welcome Jeff Beck: And speak
ing of Jeff Beck, let's get down to 
the roots and see exactly where Cac
tus is really at! For one thing, just 
like us admiring fans, most all of the 
Cactus people just adore Jeff Beck 
(musically and personally). In fact, 
a while back when Cactus was play
ing al what Rusty Day swears is 
called the Raviolla Theatre in Jer
sey. they found out that Jeff was 
somewhere in the vicinity. As soon 
as they resounded their final chords, 
the aroup jumped into their man
ager's 1972 El Dorado and sped
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1962 Firebird guitar adorned with a 
miniature American flag on its 
neck. McCarty, who is deeply in
volved with a rapturous Cactus 
shuffle-boogie, finally looks down 
and spots an arm motioning for his 
guitar. McCarty mumbles some

thing into the mike and unstraps his 
instrument. He gives his axe to what 
seems like a total stranger and 
walks off stage. The slight man now 
on guitar looks familiar and sounds 
even more so. as he breaks into a 
whiplash raga of psychedelic splat- 
terings. Singer Rusty Day is rapping 
into the mike now, carefully giving 
Vinnie Martell (the man in mention) 
time to warm up on guitar. Mean
while. several road managers are 
hurriedly setting up a rather huge 
Hammond organ to the left of the 
drums. But now Rusty Day is gone, 
and enter stage left the original 
bald-headed Maltese Falcon. Mark 
Stein—the founding member of the 
Vanilla Fudge.

As the sound of Martell's hell
fire guitar subsides, drummer Ap- 
pice and bassist Bogert silently ac
cent the intro with facial con
tortions—wincing at the intensity of 
their rhythmic bliss.

Spurting Motown: Several stop 
and go musical patterns are par
layed between the two rhythm men. 
Then, automatically. Stein's arm 
goes up. and the initial chords of 
that famous Motown classic is 
slashing through the air. Stein, 
enthusiastically pumping his organ, 
stares blankly—almost still as 
stone—at Carmine and Tim. then 
hits the Shining Shure Unisphere 
Mike with a vengeful voice: “Set me 
free, why don't you babe. Get out 
of my life, why don't you now. You 
don't really love me. You just keep 
me hanging on". (“You just keep 
me hanging on" — Holland-Dozier- 
Holland). The Fudgies are back one 
last time, and the locals are eating it 
up. The place is actually going stark 
made, and it's incredible. Some of 
the old group, the Illusion are there, 
and they seem a bit jealous, but it's 
a good natured type of jealousy, like 
in those competitive days in '65. 
Several members of Steel. Boome
rang and Dust are hovering around 
stage side, taking it all in. And down 
by their dressing room is the rest of 
Cactus (Rusty and Jim) who are 
getting into it. 'cause, after all. they 
originate from Jam Town U.S.A.. 
Detroit City, and this is the name of 
the game to them.

The only one who isn't present 
that ever had anything to do with ei
ther the Fudge or Cactus is. you 
guessed it. your idol and mine. Jeff 
Beck. And you know something, if 
he was there, you could bet your last 
joint that he wouldn’t come up and 
have a blow with the Fudgies. or for 
that matter. Cactus. Because guys 
like Jeff Beck don't jam with their 
fans in public. Even if those fans are 
damn good musicians. •

that Cactus was finally doing some 
brand new material from a brand 
new album in preparation for the in
credible Rod Stewart/Faces tour 
they were planning to engage in. But 
what was most amazing requires an 
incredible, short introductory yarn 
which dates back to the mid-sixties 
somewhere in New York.

Back then, there rose a breed of 
music known to most yearlings in 
and around the area as the Long Is
land Sound. It consisted of early 
Young Rascals camp minced with 
hard rock and pseudo soul and 
topped off with the currently fash
ionable psychedelic trimmings. The 
music stemming from such bands as 
the Vagrants (former home of Leslie 
West of Mountain), the Rich Kids, 
the Illusion, and the Pigeons was 
warming the hearts of many a rev
ved-up Long Island teen who spent 
those cold and weary nights with his 
ears to the speaker and his head 
above the clouds. (Ed. note: In those 
days the best thing about going to 
the Action House—known today as 
the Rock Pile—aside from the mu
sic. was the long ride out there.)

The Fudge crumbles: One such 
ear-warming Long Island Group 
sprung from the Pigeons and be
came the world's first slow-motion 
psychedelic rock / soft black soul ex
perience. The group's name was, of 
course, the Vanilla Fudge (remem
ber their extra slow motion version 
of the Supreme's uptempo Motown 
smash “You Keep Me Hanging 
On"?).

Although the Fudge accumulated 
a rather large following and a fair 
semblance of acclaim, by late 1969 
their energy began to peter out. 
"The rewards weren't worth the 
hasseling the group was going 
through." said one member, and 
since drummer Carmine Appice and 
bassman-vocalist Tim Bogert dis
agreed vastly about musical direc
tion with the rest of the group, they 
figured it was time for a switch. The 
rhythm duo. who favored the Mo
town sound, met up with a Det
roit-bred, vegetarian drummer 
turned singer songwriter harp player 
by the name of Rusty Day (formerly 
with the Amboy Dukes and several 
black soul reviews). They then ven
tured upon guitarist Jim McCarty 
and endeavored to start a band of 
their own where the sounds of rock 
and roll would prevail. Cactus 
would be its name.

One last gasp: Which brings us 
full circle to that incredible icey eve
ning. Just try and picture it. Jim 
McCarty, the six-foot-plus Gemini, 
is seen (along with the rest of Cac
tus) wailing away on his vintage

<IL<1* 9

Carmine Appice. drums: "We were 
touring with Zeppelin, when John 
Bonham mentioned that Jeff Beck 

really digs the way Tim and I play...
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MY MAIN MUSICAL INTEREST IS (check one only): 
 Easy Listening  Young Sounds  Country

GREAT SAVINGS...

tapes ^2^
if you join now and agree lo buy 7 selections (at regular Club prices) in the coming 2 years

Columbia Tape Club 
a service of

1X88888“’
Tene Haute. Indiana 47808

COLUMBIA TAPE CLUB, Terre Haute, Indiana 47808

I am enclosing my check or money order for $2.86 
selections shown below. Please accept my ------- 
interested In the following type of recorded et

 8-Track Cartridge (PN-W)
 Tape Cassettes (PP-X)

Take your pick

State .............................................................................
Do you have a telephone? (check one)  YES
APO. FPO addressees: write for special offer 
CANADIANS: Mall application to USA address. Enrollment 
plan may differ. Prices slightly higher. Serviced from Canada.

Yes, it’s truel — if you join the Columbia Tape Club 
now, you may have ANY 8 of these stereo tapes for 
only $2.86. Just mail the handy application In an 
envelope, together with your check or money order. 
(Be sure to indicate whether you want cartridges, 
cassettes or reel tapes.) In exchange ...
You agree to buy just seven selections (at regular 
Club prices) in the next two years—and you may 
cancel your membership at any time thereafter.
Your own charge account will be opened upon en
rollment . . . and the selections you order will be 
mailed and billed to you at regular Club prices: car
tridges and cassettes, $6.98; reel tapes, $7.98 . . . 
plus a processing and postage charge. (Occasional 
special selections may be somewhat higher.)
You may accept or reject selections as follows: 
every four weeks you will receive a copy of the 
Club’s music magazine, which describes the regu
lar selection for each musical interest . . . plus 
hundreds of alternate selections.
... if you do not want any selection in any month, 

just return the special card always provided by 
the date specified

... if you want only the regular selection for your 
musical interest, you need do nothing — it will 
be shipped automatically

... if you want any of the other selections offered, 
just order them on the special card and return 
it by the date specified

... and from time to time we will offer some special 
selections, which you may reject by returning 
the dated form provided ... or accept by sim
ply doing nothing.

You’ll be eligible for our bonus plan upon complet
ing your enrollment agreement — a plan which en
ables you to save at least 33% on all your future 
purchases! Act now!

! I BUDDY MILES - LIVE

I Span's EX6S 111

-f £
: 1 GOIN ON

 Mr.
 Mrs.
 Miss.........................

(Please Print)

as payment for the eight 
membership application and I am 

mtertainment: (check one type only)
 Reel-to-Reel Tapes (MH-Y)

D 98
As a member, I agree to buy seven selections (at regular Club prices) during the coming 
two years, and may cancel membership any time thereafter. If I continue I will be eligible 
for your bonus plan. All selections will be described in advance in the Club magazine, 
sent every four weeks. If I want only the regular selection, I need do nothing—it will 
be sent automatically. Or I may order any of the alternate selections offered just by 
returning the selection card by the date specified. From time to time, I'll be offered 
special selections which I may accept or reject by using the dated form provided.

SEND ME THESE 8 SELECTIONS-FOR WHICH I HAVE ENCLOSED
MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $2.86 AS PAYMENT

SLY & ® 
THE

FAMILY,
STONE |

OR



letters

-Zip___.State.

Peace.
Linda

Tulsa. Florida

Someone Who Cares 
Hackensack. New Jersey

The5X 
Junction Miner 
does just that.

promoters, but if Black Sabbath really 
cared about their brothers and sisters 
they would have gotten our money re- 
funded.

Send letters to:
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza 
New York. N.Y. 10017

e/ectro-harmonix
15 West 26th Street, 
New York. New York 10010 
Please ship(quantity)  
5X Junction Mixersat $9.95 each.
 Enclosed is total check for 

order $
 Ship C.O.D. Cl 201
 Please place me on your new 

product announcement 
mailing list at no charge.

Name
Address.
City.  

I'm writing this letter as a warning to 
others in hopes that they won't get rip
ped off by Black Sabbath like the people 
of Indianapolis did.

Black Sabbath was scheduled for two 
shows here August 9lh. The concert was 
canceled because their P.A. system did 
not arrive on time. (They were offered 
two local P.A. systems but turned them 
down.)

There was no mention of getting our 
money refunded, but a few days later it was 
announced that the concert was resche
duled for Sept. 21 st. and our old tickets 
would be honored. There was to be only 
one show this time, and more tickets 
were sold to it. The afternoon of the 
concert it was canceled again. This lime 
it was rumored Ozzie Osborn had a sore 
throat. Nothing was said about refund
ing our money. I wrote to Concert Pro
motions Inc. of Champaign. Ill., but 
never received an answer. Maybe most 
of the blame should be put on the

THE BYRDS PROBLEM____________
1 recently attended a concert at Fair

leigh Dickenson University featuring 
the Byrds. I was astounded al the un
couth and violent behavior of the Byrds 
roadies, two in particular. One. who re
sembled a skinny refugee from a hunger 
strike. 1'11 refer to as roadie NO. 1. and 
another, who resembled Barnacle Bill 
the sailor on leave. I'll refer to as roadie 
NO. 2. Well, as the concert moved 
along, a fellow sat on the end of the 
stage talking to a chick, groovin and not 
bothering a soul. When, without a word, 
roadie NO. 1 threw him bodily off the 
stage. Later, this poor fellow walked to 
the side to leave, when roadie NO. 2 
grabbed him by the neck and for no rea
son at all started beating on him. Then 
roadie NO. I joined in too. Real brave, 
two against one. All I have to say to 
Barnacle Bill and the Refugee is that 
YOU belter wise up about using violence 
on peaceful concert goers or someday 
SOON you'll find yourselves nestled in 
two plush guitar cases monitoring bands 
in the sky!

PAUL IS SINKING_________________
In last month's magazine I read the 

article on Ringo Starr and I agree with 
what he said about Paul McCartney. 
He's not writing songs to his capability. 
1 am a great Beatle fan and 1 am really 
a fan of Paul McCartney. This is not an 
anti-Paul letter, but a protest letter 
against the shitty songs he's been writ
ing. They're really cute if you like senti
mental garbage. Now don't gel me 
wrong. 1 do like sentimental songs, but 
Paul McCartney is capable of doing 
much belter. Take “Yesterday” for in
stance. that is a very beautiful song. If 
he could write that five years ago. he 
should be turning out even better songs. 
After all. as the saying goes, “you im
prove with age.”

I still admire Paul McCartney very 
much, but my admiration is shifting tc 
John Lennon.

Could Linda Eastman (McCartney 
be the one who is influencing Paul' 
songs? After all. he was acclaimed to b 
the most creative Beatle. Has the etei 
nal spring of genius gone dry?

An input mixer.
You can attach 4 microphones 

or instruments as inputs and 
get one output.

An output mixer.
Amplifiers connected to external 

speaker combinations can now 
go directly to the 5X. with up 
to 4 external speaker cabinets 
being connected to one 5X. This 
eliminates sloppy wire hook-ups. 
and decreases set-up time.

An accessory blender.
Instrument signal can go 

directly to the 5X. Up to 4 
different accessories can be joined 
with another 5X. with one line 
then going to the amp. This 
facility will allow you to blend 
any combination of distortion 
devices, wah-wah pedals, echo 
effects, etc.

A functional accessory.
There are an infinite number 

of other connecting problems that 
can be solved with the handy 5X.

*9.95
If your JUNCTION DON’T 

FUNCTION, send it back within 
15 days for a full refund.

Gary Try ar.
Indianapolis. Indiana

CONCERT COMPLAINTS_________
Last night Lee Michaels came to Tul

sa. He gave a beautiful show -but as a 
whole, it was a flop. The audience was 
horrid! After each song, you'd prac
tically have to strain your ears to hear 
any applause. Some of the kids were 
yelling really ignorant things to Lee. 
Once. Lee told us about a chick who 
g a v e him a patch which read. 
“V.O.T..” which stands for “Virgins 
of Tulsa”-Fla. The audience got a big 
laugh out of that, but some guy yelled 
out to Lee. “you're a liar.” Now people, 
if you're going to a concert, it would 
probably be better if you made sure you 
liked the person who is performing. If 
you go to the concert and you don't like 
the person performing, then please don't 
yell out rude or hateful things, just keep 
the bad thoughts to yourself. Tulsa will 
be lucky to gel anyone as good as Lee 
Michaels ever again. I wish there were 
some way for those of us who went last 
night for the purpose of hearing Lee Mi
chaels to let him know how ashamed we 
are of the way Tulsa acted last night. 1 
also wish there were some way to make 
it up to him and let him know that ev
eryone in Tulsa isn't stupid and incon
siderate. A lol of us are truly sorry—we 
feel so embarrassed because of other 
persons' actions. I can just imagine how 
Lee Michaels must feel about Tulsa 
now. We're really sorry.

Thanks for hearing me.



in from of the magazine stand with the

now

CIRCUS is

I know I’m going to have a lot of 
people up my ass for writing this letter, 
but remember “freedom of speech.”

Chris Critelli 
Lyndhurst. New Jersey

FOLLOW IAN ANDERSON________
Ian Anderson just has to be the great

est genius ever to live on the face of the 
earth. For God's sake, listen to him now 
instead of after he dies like you did with 
Jimi Hendrix. Let this man lead us out 
of our present darkness and into the new 
world which is needed. Let's make Ian

WANTED: POLKA ROCK__________
Can you help a guy out? I'm looking 

for a group who needs someone in order 
to form one of the hottest rock bands 
around. I’m a true artist and there was a 
time when I'd play for just satisfaction 
of my inner soul, but now I'm in a 
pinch. I need the money so as to let me. 
my boa constricter “little ethel.” and 
my 435 lb. girl friend. Stella Hendrixx. 
survive in our beach house. We're plan
ning to gel married in a few months. 
She wants a Dutch beer garden wedding

people in grey and then meets Granny and Grandpappy 
for a cuppa tea Urban renewal strikes Muswell'lll and 
art is formed thereby

But besides all that heavy stuff, the Kinks are funny 
from as far back as their earliest days, and you all know 
how Iona ago those were, they have been masters of 
the art of Iruth-m-sarcasm and the judicious application 
thereof Sly devils, nobody else can do it the way the 
Kinks do it because nobody else seems to understand the 
need for the element of humor in ones diatribes The 
Kinks may eoater the bourgeoisie every time out. but at 
least they can giggle about it

"Muswell Hillbillies.’' though, has more than mere 
humor going for it; if you wish to lay on the rhetoric, you 
might say it evinces an affection for and an understanding 
of its subject matter (The music is pretty neat, too)

lust the sort of thing you might expect from real 
working class heroes New-style It C/1 Records and Tapes

I would like to congratulate you on 
your November issue. It seemed to have 
belter articles with more meaning.

The only pari I found sickening was 
the Ringo Gels It Off His Chest; it 
seemed to put Paul McCartney down, 
and in a rotten way. Ringo said. “I fell 
sad with Paul's albums because he’s a 
great artist, incredibly creative, incred
ibly clever, and he disappoints me on his 
albums.” Il’s kind of strange how he 
would dare speak of Paul's albums when 
his albums are so awful.

Bob Hambrick 
Pensacola. Florida

gic’s Smoked Salmon Band. Pete 
Townshend. Johnny Winter and hun
dreds of others. However, unfortunate
ly. due to their poor taste, which showed 
their true selves, and their ideas about 
Yugoslavian Polka dance, which hold a 
place in my heart, they dumped me.

Some day if my friend gels a tape 
recorder I'll send you guys my 34 min
ute and 46 second version of “She's Too 
Fat” with an original melody of '‘Roll 
Out the Barrel” and “Two Siring Pol
ka” blended in. So that’s all for 
and print this as fast as possible.

Thank you.
Zimmy the accordionist 

4122 3rd Ave. 
Bradford Beach. N.J.

Anderson the Columbus of our people.
Listen and follow what he says. Il’s 

all in his music. Yesterday was a new 
day. but it’s gone now. so live for today. 
Treat every person you meet as your 
brother and as an equal, even Aqualung, 
the lowest of all. My god is me and your 
god is you. and he isn't going to help 
you unless you help yourself.

Brothers and sisters get your heads 
together and bring them down from the 
clouds. Dope is beautiful, yeah, but 
there's time for that later. How can you 
expect to straighten out this world if 
your head’s not together. When Ander
son lets out one of those hideous laughs 
in the middle of one of his flute licks, 
he's laughing at each and evefy one of 
you spaced-out assholes. I know, he’s 
laughed at me. He needs no dope, he 
maintains a constant high without drugs 
which is far above anything you could 
ever experience with them.

We need Ian Anderson and he needs 
us. If you've experienced a Jethro Tull 
concert or really gotten into his liquid 
work you know what I mean.

Jim Lee. Batavia. New York
A PLEA____________________________

Will someone help me? Please print 
this letter in your magazine I'm hurl 
and I need a chick. Please help me. I 
really need someone to talk too.

Frank Cruz. 414 South “J” Street
Harlingen. Texas 78550

To the best of anyone's collected knowledge, the 
Kinks have never been seen actively contending tor the 
title ol champions ol the working class They play rock 
and roll, remember, they are strange creatures who prac
tice outre decadences no staunch working classer would 
want any part of On the other hand, the Kinks have 
gleefully put the musico-sociological skids under just 
about every other level of society but

What does it all mean, you ask. and well you may 
"Muswell Hillbillies," the Kinks' new album and the ob
ject of all this clean black type, seems to be, as far as 
concerns the working class, more of a slap on the back 
than a stab in the back And this is a good thing What 
"Muswell Hillbillies" really does, though, is mark the debut 
of Ray Davies and his larky mob as pub philosophers, 
making the whole album sort ol a rock and roll "Spoon 
River Anthology" or a little piece of your favorite neigh
borhood bar The Twentieth Century Man takes on the

checkered tarpaulin in Port Authority 
New York City.

I’ve tried out for a jam session with 
guys like Howlin' Wolf. Steve Stills. 
Jeff Beck. Jethro Tull. Billy Keys. 
George Harrison, the Flameouts. Hot 
Pigs. Willie’s FAT BAND. R. R. Fug-

*
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S.T.D.
Corrie Schafer 
28 Merrill Street 
Rochester.
New York 14615

biotics and Dr
Prize winner, is

lK4o l h e r s across the land are 
-LVAiearing off their dynel wigs in des
pair! The worst of all possible things has 
happened—Not only has little Yoga
nanda (as he prefers to be called) as
saulted his ears with raucous music, 
degraded his mind with pornographic 
comic books, but now this! He's re
jected his turkey l.v. dinner in favor 
of—of all things—brown rice.

And heaven only knows, of course, 
what's in those weird looking things he's 
been attempting to introduce into the 
kitchen with forbidding names like Ta
hini and Miso.

“Sounds communist to me!” says 
Dad. as he carts his wayward son off to 
the local G.P. because mom insists he's 
starving to death. She does, after all. 
keep up with what’s happening in the 
world, and recently read in a popular 
ladies magazine about “The Diet Thai's 
Killing Your Children" The diet? 
Macrobiotics.

What is macrobiotics? Macrobiotics is 
not just eating rice, a dangerous mis
conception that has jeopardized the 
health of the uninformed and led to such 
“scare” articles as the one just men
tioned. It is a method of eating, a phi
losophy of food, that according to its 
enthusiasts, promotes health and ex
tends longevity. Macrobiotics is from 
the Greek word macro, meaning great: 
bio. vitality: and biotics. a technique of 
rejuvenation.

It is based on a balance of acidic 
foods (yin) and alkaline foods (yang). 
Yin foods arc higher in potassium: yang 
contains more sodium. Yin is not better 
or healthier than yang, but both com
plement each other to produce a balance 
of yin and yang in the body. The ratio 
used in the diet to acquire this balance is 
five parts yin to one part yang.

Such technicalities make the diet ap
pear rigid and constricting, but nothing 
could be farther from the truth. Most 
macrobiotic believers agree that this ra
tio does not apply to everyone, and sug
gest finding the ratio that suits your par
ticular needs, one that makes you feel 
healthy and prevents disease. They add 
that your needs vary according to the 
season, your environment, and your 
psyche.

Is it harmful? Despite the AMA's ac
cusation in a recent issue of their journal 
that this diet is “posing not only serious 
hazards to the health of the individual 
but even to life itself.” there does not

Gilded Splinters” which is something 
Funk has not come out with—a 1 
blues. The rock scene with Funk 
based on one formula which can only 
bring out one distinct style to every 
song, yet Humble Pie puts many differ
ent formulas in their music and keeps 
the audience wondering what happens 
next. With Funk you can “feel” what's 
going to happen next, which can become 
very disgusting.

When Mark Farner finally decides to 
lake some guitar lessons and slops play
ing the loud shit he’s playing now. 
maybe Railroad can gel on the right 
track. In my book. Humble beats Funk 
any day. I'd like to see a sign al Shea 
Stadium that read. “In concert 
HUMBLE PIE with Grand Funk Rail
road special guests.” And maybe an ar
ticle in the paper the next day that head- 
lined “HUMBLE PIE DERAILS 
GRAND FUNK!”

hpfllfhIIUUI • by Mary Diane Schmucker

Billy Bruce 
Valdosta. Georgia

DOES T.D.N. NEED SAVING?
Here in Rochester. New York, two 

faithful Three Dog Night followers have 
started an organization called S.T.D.. 
which stands for Save The Dogs. Be
cause of personal differences. Danny 
Hutton wants to leave the group and 
lake a producing job offered to him by 
Brian Wilson of the Beach Boys. This 
will probably lead to the break-up of 
Three Dog Night altogether. We don't 
want that to happen. Three Dog is a 
damn good group: one of the best in the 
country, and it would be a damned 
shame if they split up now. If you feel 
the same way we do and want to do 
something to help, please write to either 
of the following addresses: 
S.T.D. or 
L. J. Smith 
69 Burling Road 
Rochester.
New York 14616

(thanks)
16 CIRCUS

PRAISE FOR HUMBLE PIE
This is a comment referring to a letter 

in November's Circus. It was sent in by 
some dude named Zac Pappas from 
Connecticut. It says. “Humble Pie blew 
them away at Shea Stadium.” referring 
to the so-called historical Grand Funk 
concert in which Humble Pie was 
Funk’s “Special Guest.” I just bought 
Humble Pie's new live album entitled 
Rockin' The Fillmore. From hearing 
the live albums of Grand Funk and 
Humble Pie. I can conclude that Zac 
must have been right, cause Humble Pie 
is one of the best live “back to basics” 
rock albums I've heard in a long time. 
Grand Funk's live album is one
dimensional and so badly distorted by 
feedback, and all their music sounds so 
much the same that it's hard to tell one 
song from the other.

Yet Humble Pie's is a much belter 
rock 'n roll album, and it features a su
per blues progression called “I Walk On

seem to be anything particularly dan
gerous or peculiar about a diet that rec
ommends moderation in choosing 
foods, and excludes very little from 
what you would normally eat. It is not 
difficult to include every food from the 
“basic four” in the macrobiotic diet. 
But the macrobiotic has learned to live 
quite well without foods that contain 
preservatives or other chemical addi
tives. And he can cat meal and fowl, but 
he tries to make sure that they are or
ganic whenever possible.

It is true that 50% of the diet is 
brown rice, which according to macro

Rene Du bos. Nobel 
a perfectly balanced 

food It contains five parts potassium 
(yin) and one part sodium (yang) and is 
about 9 % protein. But again, macro
biotics is not just a rice diet!

One aspect of macrobiotics that is 
particularly alarming to health author
ities is fasting. Another misconception. 
Fasting is not recommended for every
one; and George Ohsawa. the man who 
coined the word macrobiotics and for
mulated most of the principles from the 
ancient Zen diet, explains very clearly in 
his book that fasting can be very dan
gerous.

Don't do it wrong: Macrobiotics, like 
anything else, can be damaging when 
carried to extremes, either through igno
rance or misunderstanding of the basic 
principles. Too often, people seeking 
new ways of spiritual enlightenment will 
embark on a new diet or a new philoso
phy without being fully equipped with 
the knowledge or the experience of oth
ers to guide them. They become fanat
ical and often defeat their purpose and 
ruin their health in the process. If you're 
interested in macrobiotics, read about it 
and start slowly. Some good books to 
begin with are: You Are All Sanpaku 
and Zen Macrobiotic by George Oh
sawa. and Zen Macrobiotic Cooking by 
Michael Abehsera. Another good 
source of information and recipes is the 
East-West Journal which you can find 
in most health food stores or can gel by 
subscription (P.O. Box 203. Prudential 
Center Station. Boston. Mass.).

vou can liven up your recipe reading 
and studying with a visit to a Macro
biotic restaurant. This is the most en
joyable bonus to learning the basic prin
ciples and also offers you an opportun
ity to taste before you start stocking 
your shelves with foods that you may

Body Ecology
The Macrobiotic Revolt
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• Two models—one plugs into amplifier 
and the other plugs into instrument.

*9,95
All Electro-Harmonix accessories 

are compatible and modular and any 
combination of more than one unit will 
give you an infinite variety of sounds.

For example, using 2 LPB-l’s will 
give you even more power and more 
sustain. Turning up the volume level of 
the first LPB-1 past the halfway point 
will shift the second LPB-1 into over
drive. Using the first LPB-1 control, 
you can now develop this initial bare 
hint of harmonic distortion to any de
sired degree. The second LPB-1 can 

_ control the volume of 
.the combination.
B Try the LPB-1 
[out for 15 days. If 

it is not everything 
we say it is. return 

it to us for a prompt 
refund.

electro-harmonix ci 202
15 West 26th Street. New York, New York 10010
Please ship: Quantity
LPB-l’s (plug into amplifier) $8.95
LPB-l’s (plug into instrument) $8.95

 Enclosed is a total check for $
 Ship C. O. D.
 Please place me on your new products announce

ment mailing list at no charge.

Name-------------------------------------------------------------------------

not like. Besides, you don't have to be 
macrobiotic to enjoy good food, and 
some of the dishes served at macrobiotic 
restaurants arc truly lantilizing.

Apple-butter sweets: No two macro
biotic restaurants are alike, but the 
Caldron (306 East 6lh St. in New York 
City) typifies the food and atmosphere 
you'll find in many of them. Its warm 
wood paneling, beamed ceiling, and 
wooden tables and benches provide a 
placid setting for nourishing the body 
with food for the soul. Glory Schlass. 
who opened the Caldron with her hus
band three years ago. has been macro
biotic for six years. Thanks to the 
Schlass' knowledge and practice, they 
provide their customers with an exten
sive choice of entrees as well as soups, 
salads, beverages and desserts. (Yes. 
dessert is allowed -though Glory uses 
apple juice or apple butter instead of 
sugar or honey as a sweetener.)

Glory explains that macrobiotic foods 
are cooked for long periods of lime so 
that they become easier to digest and 
cause less wear and tear on the body or
gans. This lengthy cooking over me- 
dium-to-low heal also removes a lot of 
the yin from foods. This principle is 
contrary to the “as little cooking of 
vegetables as possible” philosophy most 
health food enthisiasls maintain. And 
it's true, heat does destroy some vita
mins. How you cook your vegetables is 
up to you: remember, macrobiotics is 
not rigid. Glory's meals are planned so 
that they are 50% rice and 50% beans, 
vegetables, fish, fruit and or nuts.

What about spice? Many critics of 
macrobiotics claim that there is a bland
ness to the food. Il's true few spices are 
used because, as Glory explains. 
“Through this diet your tastes become 
more simple and pure. Your taste for 
food becomes so full there is no need for 
spices.” Again there is room for differ
ences. If you prefer more lang, you can 
choose one of the dishes served with a 
delicious ginger sauce. This sauce can 
even be used to balance very yang foods 
like fish. Seaweed, loo. has a very spe
cial flavor and can be used in soups or 
wrapped around a mixture of shrimp, 
onions and bean sprouts, then dipped in 
batter and deep fried. Not only is sea
weed flavorful. but it is very rich in iron, 
protein and calcium. •

We've towered our price 
without towering our sound

The way things are going today, one 
of the nicest things to hear is that some
body’s lowering a price.That’s why 
we’ve lowered the price of our LPB-1 
Power Booster from $14.95 to $8.95.

The LPB-1 is a compact solid state 
preamplifier that will boost the output 
of any electric instrument, such as the 
guitar, bass, organ or microphone. Since 
all amplifiers are overdesigned to more 
than handle the most powerful pick-ups. 
the LPB-1 will let you derive optimum 
results from your amplifier.

• Maximum setting of the volume 
control will make your amplifier 
TEN times louder.

• The switch allows instant
change from regular instru- JbL 
ment output to pre-set 
boosted output.

• Increases guitar 
SUSTAIN.

• Vastly increases the per 
formance of all distor
tion devices, wah-wah 
pedals and other 
accecssories.

• Lifetime 
guarantee.
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doil overlook these disks by Steve Ditlea

of the stack

Reviewing the 
tastiest 

records from 
the bottom

Bruce Johnston 
Disney Girls (1957)

Rick Nelson & The Stone Canyon Band, 
Rudy The Fifth ( Decca)

Love Hi Rick and Dave
Hi Pop . . Well good morning 

mom.

including Dylan. Paul Simon. Ten 
Years After. Tom Paxton, and Leon 
Russel -yet they remain distinctively 
his own. At least two songs. “This 
Train and “Sing Me a Song." are real 
standouts. They make you wish there 
was more of Rick’s material on the al
bum instead of rehashes of such stan
dards as “Just Like A Woman." “Hon- 
ky Tonk Woman." and “Love Minus 
Zero No Limit." The Slone Canvon 
Band, his back-up group, provide such a 
lighi sound that lheir upcoming album 
on lheir own should be well worth wail
ing for. Though he has yet lo settle inlo 
his own characteristic style of writing. 
Rick Nelson has come a long way since 
his days as little Ricky, the teen-age 
heari throb.

“I'm a Song" and “One More Moun
tain To Climb." make it on their own. 
while several others could benefit from 
new arrangements. In “I'm a Song." he 
says, in reference to his songs. “If I let 
you down, tell me where did I go 
wrong." All right, he asked for it: he 
probably went wrong when he forgot his 
musical roots. Sedaka should be coming 
up with some new-fashioned rockers 
and some old-fashioned tear jerkers. He 
should give us more feeling and fewer 
clever lines.

Sedaka, Emergence (RCA)
/Xnolher voice from the past comes 

back on this album, and it's something 
of a disappointment if you remember 
such Fifties Faves as “Calendar Girl.” 
“Stairway to Heaven." “Run. Samson. 
Run." and “Breakin' Up Is Hard To 
Do.” A singer-songwriter long before 
the present vogue. Neil Sedaka has 
teamed up with lyricist Howie Green
field and written all of his own music for 
the last eighteen years. Full of imagina
tive themes and surprising chord and 
tempo changes. Sedaka's music was al
ways better than Greenfield's unexcep
tional lyrics, but that didn't mailer 
much back in the old days when lyrics 
were something you sang along mind
lessly io some contagious rocking beat.

But now that the words have come lo 
lhe forefront. Sedaka has been undone 
by lhe seriousness of his intentions No 
more uptempo rockers, no more frivo
lous lyrics. Using lhe piano and Monia- 
vani strings' style of arranging which 
passes for profundity these days. Se
daka's songs on Emergence end up 
sounding incredibly pretentious. To 
make things worse, arranger Lee Hold
ridge has chosen the Van Dyke Parks 
gimmick of underscoring unimportant 
phrases with unnecessary lush orches
trations. Sedaka seems out of his ele
ment on this album, especially when you 
remember that he was always a shouler. 
not a singer. His voice just doesn’t have 
lhe range and the expressiveness to 
make this type of music come off with 
any consistency.

Yel. despite it all. Neil Sedaka's tal
ent still somehow manages lo shine. 
Even though his music is marred by lhe 
setting chosen for it. it still can engage 
and delight a listener. Two selections.

Dan Hicks and His Hot Licks, Where's 
the Money?(Blue Thumb)

Say San Francisco Sound and imme
diately you free associate images of the 
Dead, the Airplane or Quicksilver play
ing to large concert halls. Yel there has 
always been another, more eclectic Bay 
Area Sound coming out of the small 
club circuit that extends from San Fran
cisco. through Berkeley and Marin, and 
sometimes as far as Mendocino. In re
cent years, this circuit has become lhe 
hatching ground for a hybrid music that 
digs its roots deep into country and 
old-limey sounds In many ways, the 
groups in these cafes are very much like 
lhe ones that came out of lhe Cam
bridge scene in its heyday almost a dec
ade ago. Playing lo musically sophis
ticated audiences, lhe Bay Area bands 
have been able to explore areas far from 
lhe rock mainstream. With lhe matur
ing of people's tastes across the country, 
record companies are giving these 
groups their first major exposure out
side of California. Among lhe heavies is 
Dan Hicks and His Hol Licks.

Where’s the Money? conjures up mem
ories of lhe Jim Kweskin Band in its 
prime. Here again arc the whimsical lyr
ics. lhe Thirties down-home sound of 
hot fiddles and smooth mandolins, lhe 
fancy scat singing and old-fashioned 
harmonics, and last but not least, some 
fine female vocalizing in the finest 
Maria D'Amato. Kweskin Band style. 
But what a difference: all of Hick's 
songs are originals, lhe instruments in 
the band are not home-made, and there 
are two (count 'em. two) woman singers 
who match Maria's greatness: Maryann 
Price and Naomi Ruth Eisenberg. Dan 
Hicks supplies strong lead vocals and 
nimble guitar work, while Sid Page adds 
his superb fiddling. Admittedly. Dan 
Hicks and His Hot Licks are not for ev
eryone: lheir sound is an acquired taste 
and may be a little loo exotic for some 
listeners. But Dan Hicks is definitely 
worth lhe effort of getting inlo. for good 
lime music like his is a joy forever. •

r po most people, the Beach Boys 
JL included. Rick Nelson represents 

innocence and happiness and all that 
was good with the Fabled Fifties. So fif
teen thousand people gathered in New 
York's Madison Square Garden for a 
Rock & Roll Revival and wailed for 
Ricky's sweet singing and heavy-lidded 
eyes to remind them of the good old 
days They wanted to see him still six
teen. his head weaving as it did long ago 
when he mouthed lhe words lo “Hello 
Mar} Lou.” Bui Ricky defied lheir ex
pectations. Backed by a smooth coun- 
tryfied sound he started singing, not 
“Lonesome Town." or even “Travelin* 
Man." but new* songs full of funk, mel
lowness and experience. The audience 
wouldn't listen. They yelled for lhe old 
sluff. And Rick, as obliging as when he 
played the little kid on his parents' TV 
show, succumbed and gave it to them. 
Too bad. They missed oul on some fine 
music.

Rudy the Fifth, its liile drawn from a 
wine boule label, is vintage Rick Nel
son. Gone are lhe nasal iwang and lhe 
automatic chord progressions. In lheir 
place are a strong resonant voice and 
some skilled work on lead guitar and pi
ano. Though this is his third album since 
his return to rock (first came In Con
cert. recorded live at lhe Troubadour in 
L.A.. and Rick Sings Nelson), this is lhe 
first in which he is totally in control of 
his music Produced by Rick himself, ii 
showcases a wide range of styles, from 
lhe hard-driving “Gypsy Pilot" to the 
soft Baroque tones of “Song for Kris
tin." His arrangements change for every 
song, though they all reflect his recent 
heavy country influence. The seven orig
inal songs that Rick has written borrow 
freely from a wide range of sources 

is CIRCUS



Specially priced 2 record set.

THE ROLLING STONES 
HOT ROCKS1964-1971

BROWN SUGAR/WILD HORSES/GIMME SHELTER/HONKY TONK WOMAN/SATISFACTION 
PAINT IT BLACK/JUMPING JACK FLASH/STREET FIGHTING MAN/MIDNIGHT RAMBLER (LIVE) 

YOU CAN T ALWAYS GET WHAT YOU WANT/lETS SPEND THE NIGHT TOGETHER 
MOTHER S LITTLE HELPER/19th NERVOUS BREAKDOWN/RUBY TUESDAY/GET OFF MY CLOUD 

PLAY WITH FIRE/TIME IS ON MY SIDE/HEART OF STONE/UNDER MY THUMB 
SYMPATHY FOR THE DEVIL/AS TEARS GO BY
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Neil Young fled the madness 
of a Nashville TV session 

to jam with the local musicians, 
and ended up staying 
to make a new LP.

by Bill Williams

Neil Young: 
The Gentle Giant

At Work
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The fact that James Taylor and 
Linda Ronstadt were singing back-up 
didn’t exactly spoil the effect. But 
drummer Kenneth Buttrey said, 
"If Neil had six idiots in the studio, 
he would have it all fit together perfectly."

A few years ago perhaps it 
xx might have meant headlines. 
The first part of the story in the lo
cal press would have been devoted 
to the fact that Neil Young was. in
deed. in Nashville. The second part 
would have explained to the adult 
audience who Neil Young is. A few 
kids might have skipped school and 
tried to find the Quadrafonic Sound 
Studios. Time was when the appear
ance of someone of Young’s calibre 
on the Nashville scene might have 
blown minds; but no more. They 
come and they go. and the city pays 
no heed.

Nashville has made it as a record
ing center because of its musi
cians—with a little help from the 
producers and the technical people. 
Neil Young discovered this when he 
came to town with James Taylor 
and Linda Ronstadt to do a taping 
of the now gone Johnny Cash tele
vision show.

Accidental turn-on: By coinci
dence and luck, the cause of most 
things in music, it happened. Elliot 
Roberts. Young’s manager, and El
liot Mazer, the co-owner of Quadra
fonic Studios, were old friends. 
Young escaped the madness of a TV 
taping just by going out to Quadra
phonic to pick with the local session 
musicians. The magic happened. 
There was the rapport, the unspo
ken understanding. What was meant 
to be something of a jam session 
evolved into a recording session, red 
light burning, everyone turned on. 
The fact that James Taylor and 
Linda Ronstadt were there singing 
back-up didn’t do anything to spoil
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Neil had the session men gather around In a circle. It was a break with studio tradition but it made him 
Just another musician, not the chief honcho.

that way. They have the common 
denominators.

Breaking the studio ice: Young 
feels right with the musicians gath
ered around in a circle. (When Pete 
Seeger cut at Columbia some 
months back, he gathered everyone 
in the neighborhood around in a 
circle so he could get the feel of a 
live performance. Young ostensibly 
was getting the feel of a live ses
sion.) It was a break in studio tradi
tion. but no one argued, much less 
objected. In essence, it made him a 
part of the musicians' group, not the 
chief honcho, and that was part of 
the tension-lessening process. And 
the accent wasn't on Young entirely. 
No matter how good a vocal track 
he might lay down, even if he was 
convinced it was his best perform
ance. he was willing to do it all over 
again if one of the sidemen felt he 
had botched any bit of his part.

Suddenly they were all seeking 
some sort of perfection. They 
worked on one of the cuts for the 
better part of three days while ev
eryone experimented with different 
riffs until all concerned felt comfort
able. When one of the musicians 
had a little trouble finding the right 
lick. Young made a suggestion, and 
it worked. No resentment: just grat
itude.

“Neil's sessions took on his per
sonality.'' one musician said. 
“Easy-going, relaxed and unpres
sured. All the songs we worked on 
reflected this quality in that they 
were laid-back and earthy. Every 
tune had its own magic, and we all 
worked our asses off to keep the 
flow going."

As anyone who has ever been 
around a session knows, a band, 
even one put together just for a stu
dio session, develops a character.

the effect. It was a Nashville hap
pening. an in-lhing rarity.

Drummer Kenneth Buttrey. how
ever. failed to take any accolades. 
“If Neil had six idiots in the studio, 
he would be able to tell everybody 
what parts to play and have it all fit 
together perfectly." he said. None
theless. and fortunately so. these 
weren't six idiots. These were sea
soned pros, like Andy McMahon. 
Troy Seals. John Harris and Teddy 
Irwin. And there were also the regu
lars such as Ben Keith and others, 
who wandered in and out as the 
mood compelled them, which was 
part of the spontaneity of the week
end.

Back in the control room. Mazer 
summed up: “He's an absolute gen
ius in the studio. He knows exactly 
what he wants and has everything 
figured out beforehand." That pre
cise sense of direction made a 
profound impact on everything. And 
even though Young's music was dis
tinctly personal and stylized, all mu
sicians were allowed total freedom 
to express themselves within the 
context of each song. Everyone had 
a lick or two.

Excitement? Sure. With the first 
session planned for six o'clock, the 
musicians were setting up two hours 
in advance. No clocks to punch, no 
worry about overtime. But there 
were tensions. There had to be 
some, and the knots had to be un
tied before things would get going. 
Young proved to be a swift untier. 
He relieved the uptightness by ig
noring it. for the most part, and 
being himself. Then everyone start
ed being themselves, and all ot a 
sudden it was everyone doing his 
own thing in his own natural way. 
and rapping as though it had been 
going on for years. Musicians are
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No matter how good a vocal track Neil might lay down, he was willing to do it over again if a sideman felt 
he had botched a bit of his part.

and eventually a name. Young 
called this group the "Stray Gator" 
band. They came and went, and 
they always went beyond. When it 
was all over, they had worked on 
seven songs from his album (Har
vest. on Warner Bros.. Reprise), of 
which probably five or six have been 
used. The rest of the LP is mostly 
Young accompanying himself on pi
ano.

The results: The upshot of it all is 
good news for the- musicians. Neil 
plans to do more Nashville cuts, and 
he will fly at least three of the musi
cians to California to work on his 
next LP. He dug the studio. It 
sounded live. He felt the sound was 
similar to what he got on Ajter The 
Gold Rush (Warner Bros.. Reprise), 
which he recorded in the music 
room of his home.

Young also picked up a little 
more “country" atmosphere; It rubs 
off. and sticks indelibly. There are 
those who contend he has always 
had a country feel, and he doesn't 
deny it. But this was the first time 
he had ever utilized the steel guitar 
(Ben Keith), and even here he had 
some ideas about how it should 
sound. Keith is a craftsman, but not 
above listening to the artist. The two 
hit it off together.

People in the music business, in 
all walks, are given to superlatives. 
It's not the number of superlatives 
they use. but the intonation they 
give them that separates the hype 
from the honest expression. These 
were honest expressions.

In Nashville, “down home" is 
something fantastic. Two of the mu
sicians called him that. There is. in 
this city more than any other, an in
visible (some say they can see it) 
barrier that keeps the outs out and 
the ins protected. Some "outside"

artists coming in have felt it. Others 
have broken through: Ringo Starr 
and Tommy James, to name a 
couple. Dylan, too. when he was 
with Cash. It takes a different breed 
to break through the wire, and 
Young did it by being himself.

Relighting the fire: Another musi
cian called him “funky.” It was a 
compliment. Then came the super
latives. such as “genius," and “fan
tastic artist." Most conceded that he 
was a “nice cat." Even if he hadn’t 
been, he would have been a great 
musician-performer, and that's what 
really counts.

And when the engineer gets that 
feeling, bells ring. Engineers are. by 
nature, a sullen lot. All the glitter 
has worn off. all of the excitement 
has subsided. But now Elliot Mazer 
was ecstatic. He couldn't have cared 
less that the sessions meant a few 
more bucks in the studio coffers. 
Here was a guy who charged bat
teries. regenerated some spark, 
created some excitement. What 
more could an engineer want, par
ticularly if he owns half the studio.

Taylor and Ronstadt didn't hurt a 
bit. either. And though the Cash 
show came and went, there was a 
little of the feel left over. Cash and 
Young hit it well. Both honest. Both 
real.

Young was not interviewed dur
ing his stay in Nashville. No photo
graphs were taken, there were no ra
dio or television appearances (ex
cept for the Cash show), and there 
were no dizzy crowds around to 
spoil the scene. Just music.

It couldn't have been planned any 
better, if it had been planned at all. 
The fact that it wasn’t made it even 
more of a happening, and made it 
more meaningful to everyone 
volved.
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Elton John: Lightning, steel and flowers.record reviewsI
by Ed Kelleher

Led Zeppelin: Heaviness spiced with acoustics.
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lorical nature of this LP. The Who are 
the Who and their songs stand up des
pite time. To prove it they scrambled 
the order of the fourteen selections so 
nobody can accuse them of being chro
nological.

I he Who—Meaty Beaty Big and Boun
cy (Decca).

Elton John—Madman Across The Wa
ter (Uni)

Elton John's first two albums hit the 
mark. The songs had the unmistakeable

stamp of genius, the arrangements were 
just about perfect and Elton's voice had 
the right involvement and conversely the 
proper detachment, when that was 
needed, to cast a spell. If the live LP and 
the Friends soundtrack were some
what less than fantastic, they only 
whetted the appetite for another helping 
of pure and original material. Madman 
Across The Water should quench the 
thirst of those who spotted Elton “back 
when." But. more importantly, it should 
please even some of the harshest critics 
of the talented and precocious Mr. 
Dwight. There arc nine songs here. At 
least three--"Tiny Dancer." a haunting 
bouquet to lyricist Bernie Taupin's wife 
Maxine: “Levon." a steel-eyed glimpse 
of a man “born a pauper to a pawn" 
and a rich example of Ellon's super
strong piano playing: and "Rotten 
n—u.... •• a disturbing look around al 

unsightly aspects of a prison
Peaches." 
the more 
system which claims to be reforma
tive-arc three out and out master
pieces: excellent examples of what can 
happen when clear and incisive lyrics 
are matched by aggressive and in
novative musical forms. Each of the re
maining six tracks offers something of 
value, from the amusing though fright
ening title piece to "All The Nasties, in 
which critics arc given some kind of des
serts. There's even a "Goodbye." 
eloquent and fleeting, which closes out 
the album. Much credit should go to 
Paul Buckmasler. whose strings are 
present but never obtrusive. Years from 
now people may look back on this as the 
definitive Elton John album.

TTThile most Who devotees arc still 
V V splashing about in that remarkable 
bucket of bubbly. Who's Next. the fear
less four who. quite some lime ago dem
onstrated that they are not above doing 
practically anything, show that they loo 
have fallen under the spell of nostalgia. 
What MBB&B really amounts to is a 
perfect excuse to lake some of those old 
Who 45's which have been cluttering up 
your record rack and consign them to a 
purely decorative pile Yes. this is as 
close to a Who's Greatest Hits package 
as there is likely to be. Some of their 
earliest work can be found here items 
like "Happy Jack." “I Can't Explain" 
and “A Legal Mailer.” And if you don't 
believe that al one lime Townshend and 
Co. sounded more than a little like the 
Beatles, have a listen to "The Kids Are 
Alright'' and draw your own con
clusions. Middle-years stuff such as “I 
Can See For Miles” and "The Magic 
Bus.” both of which employed more 
complicated instrumental patterns than 
the early compositions, are particularly 
interesting to listen to now in the light of 
what has come after. And speaking of 
that. "Pinball Wizard” and "The Seek
er” are here too. John Entwhistle fans 
will applaud the inclusion of "Boris The 
Spider.'' which till now has been one of 
the most overlooked Who songs on 
record. “Boris” is significant because it 
foreshadowed the music which John was 
able to gather together in his Smash 
Your Head Against The Wai! album. 
But we don't mean to dwell on the his-

Led Zeppelin (Atlantic)
Some rock stars want to do folk. 

Some folk stars yearn to be rock 'n' 
rollers. Led Zeppelin seems to want 
both. So much for the schizoid nature of 
Led Zeppelin. The group's roots have 
always been in hard bluesy British rock, 
and on this LP there are several good 
examples of this—the most outstanding 
being “When The Levee Breaks.” But. 
as with the third album, they have 
spliced in some folky things and these 
provide a pleasant contrast. "Going To 
California” is a dreamlike acoustic 
piece which segues in and out of the 
echo chamber. Ex-Fairporl Convention 
lead singer Sandy Denny shows up on 
“The Battle Of Evermore” lending a 
shimmeringly beautiful voice to what is 
already a splendid selection. Then, for 
all the no-nonsense freaks out there, 
comes “Rock And Roll” -three min
utes and forty of the sluff of which livin' 
lovin' maids are made. If you don't 
mind shifting moods suddenly from the 
heavy to the soft, and vice versa, you 
should find this a relatively satisfying 
set.
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New from the group 
which knows how to 
harness the power of 

‘ shock. Theater in the 
round,engraved in 
vinyl, on Warner Bros. 
Records (and Ampex 
distributed tapes).
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Send reviews of recent albums to: 
Reviews From Our Readers 
Circus Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017

(Heartless as it seems, 
we can’t return manuscripts.
So keep a copy for yourself.)

Chicago At Carnegie Hall (Columbia)
One critic, in reviewing this four- 

record live set by Chicago, recom
mended sides two and five. Now think 
about that for a minute. We’re not go
ing to be that selective. What we will say

Carly Simon—Anticipation (Elektra)
A year ago. who really knew who 

Carly Simon was? Only her friends and 
those who remembered when she and 
sister Lucy used to play as The Simon 
Sisters. But an album and a hit single 
changed matters nicely for Carly--to 
the point where her second LP was ea
gerly awaited. Titled Anticipation and 
encased in a jacket with a splendiferous 
photo of Miss Simon, it more than ful
fills the hopes and promises which 
sprang to birth after her first set. The 
title song is probably the most dazzling 
number on the record—it’s a can’t pul 
down refrain which Carly bells out with 
grace and confidence. But the more sub
dued pieces are the ones which set this 
album apart. The idea of two people dis
covering each other is hardly a novel 
one. but in “Our First Day Together” 
Carly succeeds in lapping experience in 
a manner which is universal but never 
common, no easy trick. “The Girl You 
Think You See.” written with Jacob 
Brackman. is a simple declaration that 
she would be any kind of woman, even 
“a foul mouthed Marine.” for the one 
she loves. “Share The End” moves in 
and out. alternating in volume and in
tensity. and buoyed by a chorus it fea
tures some striking images as well as a 
plea to the Lord for more lime. “Three 
Days” reflects upon the sad nature of 
celebrityhood and brims over with the 
sense of loneliness which besets the per
former who must keep traveling to bring 
her songs to the earth’s far corners. An 
insistent drum beat is used like an alarm 
calling the singer away for still another 
gig. The only song on the LP that Car
ly did not have a hand in writing turns 
out to be Kris Kristoffcrson’s “I’ve Got 
To Have You.” and this is a nice remin
der that she is an exceptional inter
pretive artist loo.

is that anyone who appreciates Chicago 
will revel in this box of goodies. Virtual
ly all of their most familiar material is 
included “Questions 67 And 68.” 
“Make Me Smile.” “25 Or 6 To 4." 
“Does Anybody Really Know What 
Time It Is” but they were to be ex
pected. More surprising is the fine quali
ty of sound which runs throughout. 
There is nary an off note either 
probably because the tracks were se
lected from among a full week’s worth 
of music during the band’s engagement 
at Carnegie Hall. A nice feeling of 
closeness pervades the proceedings. We 
can hear asides from members of the 
group, in addition, of course, to com
ments from the audience. Nothing like 
informality and that’s really what this 
is all about. After several highly polish
ed and successful records. Chicago just’ 
lets their hair down and plays for the 
people. And that’s what lime it really is.

Alice Cooper—Killer Warner Brothers
This album can best be described in 

one way. “excellent.” Alice Cooper is 
by far one of the freakiest rock bands 
around, but their weirdness does not 
lake any quality away from their music.

In fact they use their strangeness to 
reflect their music to us. and one listen 
and look at this album will tell where 
they are al. Their music is solid and 
heavy but yet it contains a free flowing 
sound that lakes your mind on a trip.

FRANK LIMA 
Valley Stream. N.Y.

equal it in any terms. “Guajira.” the 
next cut. is the “Oye Como Va” of the 
album. Spanish lyrics, burning passion
ate guitars, a 1.3. 4. cha-cha beat all 
combine to bring back memories of Tito 
Puente. Louis Prima and the swing era. 
The next two cuts. “Jungle Strut” and 
“Everything’s Coming Our Way.” are 
noteworthy for some fine guitar playing 
by Carlos and Neal on the former, and a 
nice vocal by Carlos on the latter.

Finally we come to the closing cut. 
“Para Los Rumbreros.” and as the title 
implies in English, this song is “For the 
Swingers" It's an up-tempo rumba with 
a few horn licks placed here and there. 
Incredible for a closing number of an in
credible album.

MITCHELL GREENE 
Brooklyn. New YorkDavid Bowie—Hunky Dory (RCA)

The mercurial British singer com
poser. best known for his “Space Odd
ity” voyage, is back and not a minute 
too soon. Despite the title, everything is 
not “hunky dory” in David Bowie’s 
world. In his head maybe, but not neces
sarily in what surrounds him. So he 
casts a look about: and if that look is 
askance, who can blame David? His ear
lier recordings—on Deram and Mercu
ry —were generally chilling and mind 
engaging. But Hunky Dory goes out be
yond that. “Turn and face the strange.” 
David advises in “Changes.” the very 
first tune on the record, and that’s good 
advice. If you go with Bowie, he’ll take 
you down corridors and introduce you 
to some shadows. Bowie alternates be
tween a rock-edged style and something 
of the music hall flair, but his approach 
to each subject is always right -even if 
curiously so. “Oh You Pretty Things” 
was a hit in England for Peter Noone.

k

but there is nothing hermitic about 
Bowie's own rendition of it. Hermetic 
maybe, but not hermitic. Fellow artists 
are not spared listen to “Fill Your 
Heart Andy Warhol” and “Song For 
Bob Dylan” -and there are a few words 
for other hustlers loo (“Queen Bitch”). 
“Life On Mars?” and “Quicksand” are 
two more visions of a hellish state. If 
you're easily disturbed, you may reject 
this LP. If you're just plain disturbed, 
you'll love it. And if you're somewhere 
in between, chances are you'll recognize 
that David Bowie is an uncompromis
ing. adventurous and multi-faceted art
ist.

Santana -Columbia
There are only a few groups that rely 

on the concept of continuity to enhance 
the flow of the music. The Doors. Emer
son. Lake and Palmer and The Dead 
(Anthem Of the Sun) are followers of 
this idea, but none of them can touch 
Santana when it comes to creating in
credible amounts of energy without 
breaking the continuity of the album. 
Their latest album (Santana. Colum
bians a perfect example of how the care
ful placement of each song can raise an 
album out of the mediocre standards of 
today. The only complaint that one can 
make about this album is that there arc 
a few moments when the music becomes 
loo intense. One such moment occurs 
during “Nobody To Depend On.” This 
lune starts out with Neal and Carlos 
doubling on lead guitar to produce fan
tastically sweet riffs. Then for some rea
son Carlos lakes off on upper register 
while the rest of the band soars around 
him. This goes on for a few minutes and 
just as you're about to give up on all the 
confusion. Mike Shrieve on drums 
pounds out a few notes that tie every
thing together and lead right back to the 
opening notes. The rest of side one is the 
usual Santana let's fill the rest of the 
side with earthy instrumentals to please 
everyone. This is all good and well be
cause side two opens with “Everybody 
Is Everything.” a song that has killer 
energy and is guaranteed to smoke up 
your speaker wires and knock you off 
your ass. This number is only five min
utes long, but within these five minutes 
there is more energy than any of those 
extended-solo jam-type songs I've ever 
heard There hasn t been a song 
since-Gimme Some Lovin that can
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Cat has provided us all with more than just a little recorded pleasure lately. First it was 
"Mona Bone Jakon." Then "Tea For The Tillerman." And now he's back again with 
"Teaser And The Firecat.”
Ten beautiful new songs, sung and played with all the fury that we now know as Cat Stevens.
If you already have Cat's first two albums, you know what to do. Produced by Paul Samwcll-Smith. 
Licensed by Island Records Limited, London. SP 4313 on A&M Records and Tapes.
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r | ''he crowd at the Academy of 
JL Music has sat very discon

tentedly through Tucky Buzzard 
and given only a minimal sort of ap
preciation to Redbone. The person 
they’re really yelling for is Jeff 
Beck. The auditorium that was 
half-empty at the beginning of the 
evening is now filled with anxious 
impatient bodies who will be satis
fied with no one else, wait not one 
minute longer. When finally the 
lights dim again, the introduction is 
made and then, during the hush that 
follows, a very soft voice is heard to 
say. “We don’t do anything fancy, 
we just play rock and roll." When 
the lights go on again, there they 
are—the new Jeff Beck Group—led 
by their “non’-leader. shaggy-hair
ed. impish-looking, long-awaited 
Jeff Beck.

It’s been two years since he s re
turned to the States, or played gigs 
anywhere. He had run through two 
groups and was about to start a 
third with some dropouts from Va-

waiKs into tne room, 
gulps a cup 
of coffee, and 

gives some clues to
a totally new

Beck direction.
mlla Fudge when an auto accident 
put him out of musical circulation 
But eventually, he was forced to go 
back onstage. “When you lay off for 
wh°,.yearSu in,ri®u‘"g f wonde what might h if f n°£
o her group. Besides. 1 had to start 
Playing again, or f’d starv^”

Manpower problems: "Ju„
group together to see what wm m 
happen.” claims Jeff “di\ • ?Uld

Wanted a.‘•‘hick. toughknOd^a‘ehre

which he found in Cozy Powell, who 
is an almost look-alike physical 
copy of Jeff. The other members 
were more difficult to find. “The 
bass player came about the right 
moment before 1 had a nervous 
breakdown." Beck declared. Clive 
Chapman —unknown, profes
sionally inexperienced, but very 
tight -was about to form a group 
with Cat Stevens when Beck first 
saw him- Fortunately. Clive felt that 
Beck's music was more his speed 
than the Cat s. When Beck decided 
the sound could use a piano, Clive 
brought in bis frlend Ma* Middle
ton. “Eighteen years of classical 
training. ' says , ®f|C^' and Max 
wants to •!h^ TlnTy.uand P'ay 
w th me. Bobby TePch- the vocal- 
kt. came in wllen !l"»er> Ale* Li- 
gertwood turned out to have some 
f'aAs' Beck reported the prob 
“We had 3 singer who sound°'e 
crediwe w-hen we were jam,llind 0. 
gether B‘11 when We Wen‘ into® the
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Jeff Beck:
His studio work in Memphis 

is a bridge to a new world of influence.
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studio he couldn't tell when he was 
singing flat, because he was singing 
so loud he missed the pitch, and he 
didn't even notice it when he heard 
the playbacks ... so he had to go. 
unfortunately, because he was good, 
really good. And then Bobby came 
along and gave it all a whole new 
kind of sparkle."

Hide-and-seek: On stage. Cozy 
Powell keeps up his tough driving 
beat. Max Middleton concentrates 
intently on his piano, his round 
moustached face perspiring profuse
ly, while Clive Chaman stands mo
tionless, looking almost bored as he 
plays his bass. The action comes 
mostly from Bobby Tench and Jeff 
Beck. Bobby strides about the stage 
singing, whipping his body in and 
out. writhing with each note, but 
Jeff is most conspicuous by his ab
sence. He's playing in the shadows 
at the edge of the stage, almost hid
den behind the speakers, his shaggy 
hair covering all expression, like a 
little kid covering his face with his

Max. quietly sitting in the corner of 
the couch, shyly avoiding eye con
tact at all costs. And. of course, 
hovering in the background. Ernest 
Chapman, manager of the group, 
later joined by a sleepy Clive.'

The important difference between 
this group and the other argument 
wracked Beck groups is that the 
guys all seem genuinely to like each 
other. “Basically you must get on 
together or else it just does not hap
pen." was Bobby’s theory. Cozy 
pointed out that “egos are not 
something to avoid, it's just some
thing you have or you haven't. No
body here feels the need of one. 
Egos are not a natural thing you 
know. People put it on. no names 
mentioned. I'm sure we all know 
who I'm talking about. Some people 
love it. . . (Wonder who in the 
world he could have meant, certain
ly not anyone from either of the pre
vious Beck groups.)

Eight months ago. Beck said he 
“couldn't even lead a group. . . ." 
Maybe he had learned that when 
you play dictator and fire the mem
bers of your group in the middle of a 
performance, you're going to alien
ate everyone you work with. So in 
the new group. Jeff is shying away 
from the role of Boss.
“We work as a unit." said Cozy, 

"everyone throws in as many ideas 
as the other. Jeff would prefer us to 
throw ideas in first, and he can work 
on that, rather than his saying you 
do that, or do this. Because that's 
the way he wants to work now. 
Maybe he used to do it the other 
way in the past, but not with this 
group. We’re a unit, a combined ef- 
.ort.”

At the throttle: From across the 
room. Ernest—the manager- 
interjected. “Of course. Jeff still 
exercises all artistic control on the 
music." In fact. Jeff seems to be ex
ercising more control than he ever 
has before. The music on his first al
bum. Truth (Epic), was written by 
people as diverse as Broadway musi
cal-maker Oscar Hammerstein and 
blues artist Willie Dixon. Most of 
the music on the second Beck al
bum. Beck-Ola (Epic) was gener
ated by the group's members work
ing together. But on the latest Beck 
LP. Rough And Ready (Epic), only 
one person is credited for writing 
the music—and that person is Jeff 
Beck. It's the same with production. 
Jeff's first two albums were pro
duced by Mickie Most: but Rough 
And Ready was produced by Jeff 
himself.

Beck's next step: “Being the pro
ducer was murder." says Jeff when 
he finally arrives, looking for all the 
world like a small pixie who has had
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hands and saying. “You can't see 
me. I'm hiding."

When the okay was given for an 
interview, it was accompanied with 
the admonishment that Jeff Beck 
hates to be questioned, doesn't rel
ish being considered a star, wants 
only to be thought of as a member 
of a group. But it's hard to ignore 
the fact that he's been considered 
one of the world's top guitarists for 
years, been a part of the famous 
Yardbirds, formed his own groups 
before with Rod Stewart, been ac
claimed in performances the world 
over and had two smash albums. 
Truth and Beck-Ola (on Epic) be
fore he released his recent LP. 
Rough and Ready. So when you ar
rive at the hotel suite used for the 
afternoon talk, the first thing you 
notice is that once again Jeff Beck is 
most conspicuous by his absence.

Skip the ego: Already in the room 
are the wiry, black-leather jacketed 
Cozy, a langorous Bobby with a 
definite mischievous smile, and

I *
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his nap interrupted. He lapses into 
silence and begins to wake up only 
after some hurried gulps of coffee, 
then reveals that the group has 
recently been in Memphis laying 
down some tracks with Steve Crop
per. the guitarist-producer who first 
made his mark as the only white 
member of Booker T.’s M.G.’s. To 
understand how important that 
move is. it’s necessary to take a 
brief look at Jeff Beck’s musical his
tory.

Beck's sound is rooted in black 
music, and Jeff is the first to admit 
it. A lot of his early guitar work, es
pecially what he calls the “tinny, 
rough sound." was a deliberate imi
tation of black Chicago blues men

Chaman, bass: He was unknown. 
—Jbut to form a group with Cat 
(evens, when Beck found him.

like Buddy Guy and Muddy Waters. 
In fact. Beck felt his imitations were 
so close that the public was bound 
to ignore his music and give all its 
attention to the originals—the black 
men who had invented the sound In 
the first place.

It didn't happen that way. Beck 
probably sold more records in one 
year than Muddy Waters had sold 
in ten. But Beck still looks to black 
musicians for fresh inspiration.

Disappointment in Detroit: Last 
summer. Jeff flew to Detroit, hoping 
to record with the black artists re
sponsible for the Motown sound. 
The attempt failed. The Motown 
men expected Beck to arrive with 
his music written out and ready for 
the studio musicians. Beck, on the 
other hand, had expected the Mo
town folks to sit down and help him 
compose a fresh batch of songs. So 
Jeff left Detroit with only one 
recorded track.

Now Beck is out to explore an
other form of black music—the 
Stax sound of Memphis. Produc
er-guitarist Steve Cropper, who 
backed Stax artists like Wilson
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If Jeff had wanted that he’d have 
gotten some guys before now and 
gone on the road and played those 
numbers." Although Jeff is no
torious for hating to perform, still 
he can't avoid being wrapped up in 
what’s going down with the au
dience. It affects you. there’s noth
ing better than going down well 
somewhere. Some nights we get 
them stomping and really breaking 
the place up. and I'm nearly crying 
because we’re playing so badly. And 
another night I think I played really 
dynamite, and they're not clapping. 
But audience reaction is the major 
part in keeping your interest in the 
business."

Foiling the spotlight: That night 
at the Academy of Music, all the 
charms must have worked right, all 
stars in their respective houses in the 
sky. because after venting their dis
pleasures on the preceeding acts, the 
audience let all their enthusiasm 
break loose for Jeff and the group. 
And Io and behold the call from the 
crowd included cuts from the new 
album, like “Got The Feeling" and 
“Situation." proving that the new 
music had “settled in" with the fans 
and that they were grooving with it. 
Bobby kept calling Jeff what 
sounded like “super star," and it 
probably was, because Jeff finally 
told him to cut it out. They came to
gether now and again for a couple of 
bars of singing, but mostly Jeff 
avoided center front stage, making 
it difficult for the guys with the 
spotlight to find him when he did 
play his magic guitar solos. But the 
crowd never lost sight of him. and 
by the end of the set it was on its 
collective feet screaming for more. 
But there was to be only one encore, 
preceeded by the shy pronounce
ment. “When you’ve been away for 
two years, this makes it all worth
while."

Country strangeness: During 
those two years there have been a 
lot of Jeff Beck changes. “I've been 
living in the country too. with just 
one other person and I see only two 
or three people during the week and 
that’s it. And you just become more. 
1 don't know what’s the word, more 
mature I suppose. I watch groups on 
television, which are supposed to be 
happening groups, and just no way. 
It frightens me really, because I 
don’t worry about my appearance 
anymore. I don’t care what I wear, 
if it’s the first thing. I grab it. It’s 
what comes of living in the coun
try." When asked whether this 
couldn’t just mean he was getting 
past the outside appearance, he said 
only, "perhaps." There have been 
lots of changes, except in the way 
that the crowd still cares. •

Pickett. Otis Redding, and Sam & 
Dave, is Jeff's bridge to the black 
Memphis sound.

But Jeff and his manager explain 
their relationship with Cropper 
much more simply. “I admire him 
tremendously." says Jeff, “all guitar 
players do." Manager Ernest ex
plains that “the difficulty was in 
finding somebody Jeff respects as a 
musician, and there aren’t too many 
of them. The rapport between Steve 
and Jeff was great, because they do 
respect each other. We want a pro
ducer that understands where we’re 
going musically and helps us to get 
there, capable of interpreting our 
musical ideas."

Acoustic desires: Despite Jeff’s 
writing and production monopoly, 
the Rough And Ready album 
sounds more like a group enterprise 
than previous LP’s. The group has 
molded all its diverse backgrounds 
into a unit; and Jeff, as producer, 
has not separated any virtuoso solos 
from the whole. But. of course, he 
hasn't been able to completely bury 
the strains of his own guitar. “I think 
that this album is far more tasteful 
than any of the others. It's more re
laxed. more melodic." The instru
mental cut “Raynes Park Blues" 
certainly bears him out on that one.

“We still don’t dig violent, really 
violent, gritty rock and roll." says 
Jeff, giving another clue to where 
he’d like to take his music in the fu
ture. “One must break away from it 
sooner or later. Some day it will all 
probably come back to a small com
bo onstage. No P.A.. just digging 
what’s happening on the stage."

Well the Beck group hasn’t 
turned acoustical yet. and their sec
ond biggest worry is still their am
plification equipment, which is new
ly purchased and doesn’t have all its 
kinks worked out yet. There’s also 
the problem of who’s controlling the 
sound. “We need someone who is a 
part of the group at the controls. 
We have nine stacks of amplifiers 
right on the stage, but they can still 
change the sound halfway through a 
performance and there’s nothing 
you can do about it."

Facing the audience: The major 
concern during their last American 
tour, however, seemed to be how the 
audience was going to respond to a 
newly formed group playing all new 
numbers. As Cozy pointed out. 
“The songs had only been out for a 
couple of weeks. Beck-ola had been 
out for over two years, so people 
knew exactly what to expect. People 
hadn’t had the chance to get the new 
settled in. When we go on gigs at the 
moment, they expect us to play 
‘Ain’t Superstitious’ or ‘All Shook 
Up’ and all that, which we don’t do.
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• play your axe while traveling 

to a gig.
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of the woods.
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• become a star.
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Free yourself from 
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sources of electricity!
This 400 watt peak PORTABLE amplifier uses 

patented low drain circuitry which allows it to 
operate on standard flashlight batteries. Just 
one specially designed super heavy duty 10" 
speaker is all that’s needed to pump out all this 
power, making this unit the most compact, 
rugged amplifier ever developed. In fact, it’s 
so rugged we’ve guaranteed it for 10 years.

The Guitar Amp.
The Guitar Amp comes with a built in Attack 

Equalizer Control System. This allows you to 
suck out and emphasize the BITE you get just 
when your pick plucks the strings. The attack 
control used in conjunction with the tone 
control will give your instrument all the balls 
you want, letting you taste and feel each note.

The Bass Amp.
The Bass Amp has a Heavy Low Frequency 

Resonance Control. This gives the amp more 
depth and wallop than units with two 15" 
speakers. .The P. A. Amp.

The P. A. Amp has ultra recording studio 
fidelity to match all the phenomenal power 
it delivers.

If putting things together is your bag, we 
also have the same amplifiers in Kit form. Each 
Kit comes with all parts and a set of easy to 
follow instructions.

All Matthews Freedom Amplifiers are 
available with the option of (DC) batteries only, 
or with AC/DC capability.

If you are not completely satisfied with 
the factory wired Mike Matthews Freedom Amp 
simply send it back to us within fifteen 
days and get your money back.
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The Trauma And Triumph Of Fleetwood Mac
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When Fleetwood Mac’s mainspring gave away his money and 
became a gardener, and their prime mover joined a Jesus cult, 

how did the survivors pull the band together?
by Steve Ditlea

away from the game he barely un
derstands. Mick Fleetwood picksup 
on Danny's last statement. "People 
are trying to put labels on our new
est album. Future Games. They say 
it’s mellower or more melodic than 
what we did before. They're trying 
to find other musicians' influences 
in it. We spent more time on the al
bum and wc used sixteen-track 
recording for the first time. But 
that's not so important. The people 
listening should just ask themselves 
whether they like the music or not." 
He waves his long thin hand to em
phasize his point, on the middle fin-

of the World Series on TV. It's a 
cold autumn day outside. Inside. 
Roberto Clemente, looking an odd 
purple, hits a pop fly which is quick
ly grabbed for the last out of the in
ning.

Future games: Listening to Fleet
wood Mac rap as their interest gets 
caught by the action on the screen: 
“We call that game ‘rounders' in 
England, only girls play it." The 
lanky guy who does most of the 
talking smiles as he contemplates 
the fact that baseball players make 
as much money as rock stars—and 
for a girl’s game! Tearing himself

ccXTTr iters find it hard to put 
VV us in any one bag. They really 
shouldn't try, you know. Today 
we're one thing, tomorrow we're 
something else. We're always 
changing." Sitting quietly al the end 
of the couch. Danny Kirwan looks 
up from the while guitar he's been 
strumming to speak his piece. His 
elfin eyes peer out at you gently as 
his voice, with its heavy British ac
cent. trails off. The dude goes back 
to the riff he's been trying to work 
out while the others in the room di
vide their attention between being 
interviewed and watching old shots 
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we have given a higher value to re
sults than process, to producing new 
content rather than exploring the 
evolving medium of rock. The clas
sic rock band stays behind the van
guard. charting half-explored ter
ritory, preferring to work with old 
themes and genres as befits a classi
cal esthetic. In its own way, the clas
sic rock group aspires to excellence, 
to producing good music. No hype, 
no gimmicks, no wild invention, no 
fancy engineering tricks, just music. 
If all of this sounds vaguely famil
iar, it should, because that's what 
most white blues groups were into

creative force often neglected in the 
era of super-groups: the classic rock 
band. Most recognition has been 
given to those groups which have 
been consistently innovative. By 
placing a premium on originality.

MUSIC
just a few years ago. And that's 
where Fleetwood Mac started.

Ditching Mayall: The group 
formed in 1967 with three former 
members of John Mayall’s Blues 
Breakers. As Mick Fleetwood tells 
it. “It wasn't a conspiracy or any
thing. It’s just that when I left May- 
all after playing with him for all of 
three weeks. I wanted to start an
other group. John McVie had 
played with Mayall for about three 
years, and Pete Green had been with 
him for two. He's the one who re
placed Clapton about the time of 
Mayall's Hard Road album. We all 
just drifted together."' Green's musi
cal ideas dominated the group, even 
after the addition of two other lead 
guitars in the persons of Danny Kir- 
wan and Jeremy Spencer. The group 
was almost called Peter Green's 
Fleetwood Mac. but that would 
have been too egotistical. As it is. 
the group's name derives from Mick 
and John's last names and not. as 
would seem more obvious, from a 
kind of Chevrolet and from a brand 
of truck. In its earliest incarnation, 
the group's trademark was hard 
blues with three lead guitarists. Kir- 
wan and Green often playing har
mony. and Spencer walking on 
stage midway through the set. When 
it came to recording. Spencer was 
often reluctant to play what for him 
had become overly familiar mate
rial. As a result. Spencer seldom ap
peared on the group's early releases.

The path forward: On its first two 
albums. Fleetwood Mac and Eng
lish Rose (both recently re-released 
by Epic as a double album titled 
Black Magic Woman) the group 
evolved from just using the blues as 
a backdrop for Peter Green's nimble 
guitar work and fine vocals to laying 
down a sound where everything was 
up front, including some horns and 
piano. They also advanced from 
merely reworking old blues tunes to 
turning out some new pieces of their 
own. The two standout cuts. “Black 
Magic Woman" and “Albatross," 
were originally released in England 
as singles and made the charts. But 
it took Santana to popularize 
“Black Magic" in the U.S., and no 
one ever put “Albatross" across 
here.

Blue Horizon recently released 
another double album. Fleetwood 
Mac in Chicago. To make it, the 
white blues group flew to America 
to team up with several top Chicago 
bluesmen. including Otis Spann and 
Willie Dixon. “Mike Vernon set up 
the sessions in Chicago at the Chess 
studios.” recalls Mick Fleetwood. 
“It seemed like an exciting prospect 
to record with the people our music 
was associated with." How success-
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ger is a massive silver ring bearing 
what looks like a tall mushroom 
with two smaller ones on either side, 
or maybe it's something more basic 
and anatomical than that. “A musi
cian can't ask himself what kind of 
music he's playing. To him it's just 
music."

The Wavelength: Listening to 
Fleetwood Mac on-stage, you can't 
help but feel the spontaneity and 
energy in their playing. A set by this 
band isn't the usual series of four 
and five minute songs strung togeth
er with an occasional long in
strumental break. They like to jam. 
and if the audience is with them, 
they do only two or three numbers 
and spend the rest of their time im
provising. Mick Fleetwood lays 
down a solid beat on the drums and 
John McVie's delicate bass gives the 
band a steady foundation to build 
on. McVie’s wife Christine adds 
depth to their sound with her work 
on keyboard. Lead guitar chores are 
shared by Danny Kirwan and Bob 
Welsh. Christine. Danny and Bob 
trade off as lead singers, each fea
tured on the material that she or he 
has written. “So many groups today 
are just too stylized. They will do 
the exact same set every night, right 
down to each note and gesture." 
The California twang in Bob 
Welsh’s voice sounds out of place in 
this room full of Englishmen. The 
latest addition to the group. Welsh 
has proven himself indispensable af
ter just a few months. You can tell 
that everyone in the group is on the 
same wavelength, as Mick finishes 
Bob's train of thought. “Every night 
we do a different set. We have no 
routines because people don't come 
expecting to hear specific cuts off an 
album, or a bunch of hit singles. The 
heavy-heavy bands have a hard time 
getting out of having to perform the 
same thing night after night In a 
way it's a good thing that we never 
had any big hits, though we are well 
known. We're free to play what we 
want and to enjoy ourselves 
on-stage. And we know that people 
will accept what we do. even if we 
are musically unpredictable."

Like Mercury: Listening to Fleet
wood Mac on record is like trying to 
capture a drop of quicksilver under 
your thumb. The group reflects 
creative energy and sparkles with 
the polish of accomplished musi
cianship. Yet little of it sticks in 
your memory; no one tune or phrase 
is captured indelibly in your mind. 
The music flows on enjoyably and 
elusively hard to seize. So much of 
the group's music seems familiar 
and often highly derivative, yet it is 
obviously different in what it does. 
Fleetwood Mac represents a type of

Mick Fleetwood, drums: "Here I am 
talking to you, and we’re both total 
strangers. After this interview is over, 
I will never see you again.__________



Bob Welsh, lead guitar: The band 
was desperate when 

he appeared.

how to go about it without being 
hurt again." Mick pouts a little and 
sends out a piercing glance. "This is 
all such a strange business. Here I 
am talking to you, and we’re both 
total strangers. After this interview 
is over, 1 will never see you again. 
And yet I’m called upon to talk to 
you as candidly as I can. Somehow 
you adjust to this sort of thing. Pete 
couldn’t continue and make the best 
of what he thought was an impos
sible situation."

After Pete left, the group needed 
someone to round out its sound. 
They didn’t have to look much fur
ther than John McVie’s home, 
where his wife Christine had settled

ful were those sessions? Mick only 
shakes his head: “I don’t know. It 
was so long ago. I guess it’s up to a 
listener to decide for himself." Even 
a listener with little interest in blues 
will find some fine music on the al
bum. with many moments where the 
group really starts cooking together 
Fleetwood Mac's first album on 
Reprise. Then Play On, showed a 
shift towards softer blues, with more 
harmony on the vocals. Danny Kir- 
wan emerges as Pete Green's equal 
when it comes to turning out origi
nal material. “I guess I was never 
into as heavy a sound as Pete. I 
would write ballads and simpler 
songs. My music was more hit ma-

Sensitive disaster: Peter Gicen. 
the mainstay of the group, decided 
to give away all his money, retire 
from the scene, and abandon music 
entirely. Mick comments sadly: 
"Pete’s now working at a regular 
job. He's a gardener not far from 
where we live in England. He was 
always very sensitive, maybe too 
sensitive for this business. He was 
always questioning everything. Why 
did people ask him to do certain 
things? Why did he play this music 
or that? He did a bit of drug and 
that made him even more sensitive. 
I hope he goes back to music. 1 
ihink he may even feel like getting 
back into it. but he doesn’t know

Fleetwood-Mac:.'.
■ - The.B(itish blpes-band

F ■
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people to listen to." says Danny, 
sounding almost apologetic. Shortly 
after the release of that album, the 
group went through a set of changes 
which would greatly influence their 
sound.
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MUSIC
together as a unit. He is like a 
breath of fresh air to us. because we 
were all on the verge of cracking up 
when Jeremy left."

The bail-out: Bob Welsh looks 
out of his trapezoidal gold-framed 
glasses and continues the saga. "I 
had played with an R&B band for 
four years in L.A. and Las Vegas. 
Finally, it became just too much to 
handle, so three of us from the 
group split for Europe to hide out. 
We played a little and I did some 
producing. And then I was in
troduced to Mick." Mick smiles as 
he recalls their meeting. “We were 
looking for someone to play with us. 
but we didn't know the first thing 
about auditioning people. It was 
more embarrassing for us than for 
the people we were listening to. 
When we met Bob. it was more of a 
social situation. Almost immediate
ly. we knew that he was perfect for 
us."

Everyone in the group seems to be 
as enthusiastic about Welsh. In two 
months of rehearsal after his joining 
them, they were able to generate 
most of the material on the Future 
Games album. “We’re freer and 
more positive now about our mate
rial." chimes in Danny. The album 
marks an important turn for the 
band: besides featuring Welsh's 
writing (including the title cut) and 
playing, it also gives Christine her 
first airing on record with Fleet
wood Mac.

Out, demon: The talk turns to the 
group's outlook and attitudes. “If 
there's any leaning I suppose it's to
ward an emotional content in the 
music." says Mick.

Danny looks up again, having set 
down his guitar: “the band isn't try
ing to make any statements except 
'out. demon, out!' " Everyone 
laughs. It's Bob's turn to comment. 
“My only statement is in 'Future 
Games.' and that's 'I hope to hell 
everything's all right in thirty 
years.' “ Some more laughter in ac
know ledge me n t of this heavy 
thought. It’s Mick Fleetwood who 
sums it all up for them. “The band 
is just into what we’re doing, and 
that’s the music we're playing." Ev
eryone nods in agreement for Fleet
wood Mac.

A public relations man who has 
been sitting quietly to one side pas
sing around a bottle of wine gets to 
his feet and throws his voice into the 
center of the room. "I hate to take 
you boys away from the television, 
but there’s a record dealer's con
vention coming up. and we have to 
take your pictures." With a look of 
resignation. Mick Fleetwood lifts 
himself from the couch. Music is 
business. Performing is not enough.
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down to the unglamorous existence 
of a housewife. Under the name 
Christine Perfect, she had been 
voted the outstanding female vocal
ist in England when she sang with 
Chicken Shack. Deciding to go off 
on her own. she encountered six 
months of uninterrupted hassles 
with her back-up bands. Finally, she 
decided to call it quits and settle 
down at home. She welcomed the 
opportunity to work with Fleetwood 
Mac. but contract difficulties kept 
her from getting on the group's next 
album. Kiln House. By the time of 
the recording. Jeremy Spencer had 
emerged as the motive force behind 
the band; the album reflects a dras
tic shift from blues to old-timey 
rock ‘n’ roll. With echoes of Elvis 
and Buddy Holly cropping up 
throughout. Kiln House was Spen
cer’s skillful homage to rock. With 
another album under their belts, the 
group set out for what they hoped 
would be their most successful 
American tour at the beginning of 
1971. and ended up going through 
its heaviest changes yet.

Disaster number two: “We settled 
into our hotel in Los Angeles at the 
very start of the tour and Jeremy 
went out to get a book like he al
ways did." Mick remembers. “He 
was always a reader, a philosopher 
type. He went out and never came 
back. For three days we tried every
thing to find him. There were bulle
tins on TV. FBI notices out. all that 
cops and robbers stuff. The funny 
thing was that we had been stopped 
on the street at one point by a group 
of religious people. Jesus freaks. 
That was as much of a possibility as 
the unpleasant ones you can think 
of. So we began checking out all the 
religious groups around. Danny and 
our manager finally found him; he 
had joined a group called the Chil
dren of God. Jeremy’s basic attitude 
had been leading up to that. But the 
change was so radical, it’s hard for 
other people to accept. Yet everyone 
who joins them seems to do it in the 
same way." A call went out for Pe
ter Green to come over and help 
save the tour, but when Fleetwood 
Mac returned to England they were 
in disarray. Spencer had given the 
group direction, and suddenly they 
had none. Green went back to his 
retirement, and it looked like noth
ing but bad times ahead. “When 
Jeremy was with us, it was still like 
a desperate effort to make up for 
the loss of Peter, and everyone felt 
terribly inadequate and insecure. 
We were all pulling the band in dif
ferent directions," says Christine. 
Then a mutual acquaintance in
troduced them to Bob Welsh. "Bob 
has been instrumental in bringing us
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Their Ampeg amplifiers are vint
age 1967. The Ampeg company has 
tried to sell them more up-to-date 
machinery, but Banana says that '67 
was their best year. Alas, years of 
touring and knocking about have 
taken their toll on the amps. Jesse is 
switching to Fender and Banana is 
turning to Mackintosh electronics.

A piano-paint: Banana's piano is 
a trip in itself. He finally replaced 
his old Wurlitzer purple-and-red 
electric with another of the same 
make. The new one is. in his words, 
“totally unacceptable. We spent 
more than the purchase price re
working it into a decent piano." He 
had the work done at Alembic in 
San Francisco. Of course, if you've 
ever seen the Youngbloods play, 
you’ll have noticed that the paint 
job on Banana's piano is an essen
tial cyecatcher. So. he spent an ex
tra bundle of money and had the 
new one painted by Larry Heald, 
the Marin artist who did the dis
tinctive cover of Elephant Mountain 
(RCA).

Banana also plays a customized 
M-75 Guild guitar reworked by 
Alembic, and whatever other 
stringed and keyboard instruments 
he feels like getting into. At the mo
ment. he's tickling the mandola. the 
banjo, and an occasional acoustic 
guitar. He also has. and is fair-to- 
middling on pedal steel.

The cymbal hassle: Joe is equally 
discriminating with his instruments. 
He has a set of Gretsch drums gar
nished with a Ludwig snare. “Cym
bals are the problem," he explained. 
“I get mine at the Avedis Zildjian 
factory in Quincy, near Boston 
The reason is. by time they get to 
the retail stores, the good ones are 
taken. All cymblas are still hand 
hammered and turned, so they vary 
greatly one to another.”

As part of the master plan, the 
Youngbloods have two studios set 
up. One, Studio B (for Banana) is in

people S24 a head." 
______r. “they polluted the 

river and the land. They had to put 
up a plywood fence around the 600 
acre site and have one cop for every
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200 people. I think they lost a quar
ter of a million."

Fresh young blood: While Ba
nana's talking. Michael Kane, the 
newest Youngblood drops in. He 
has no Raccoon T-shirt, but he does 
have a complaint about his pet rac
coon. The raccoon, unfortunately, 
eats ducks.

Michael joined the Youngbloods 
about a year ago and plays bass, a 
job he took over from Jesse Colin 
Young. Michael started out as a 
trumpet player, switched to French 
Horn, then to guitar and now plays 
an old blue beat-up Fender Bass.

By this time the new Young
bloods album. Good And Dusty 
(Warner Bros.) has probably 
reached your ears. When Stuart was 
making his house-calls, all they had 
were the cover slicks and a tape. 
You couldn't hear the tape too well 
over the talking, but you could tell 
that a gaggle of rock and roll thum
pers from the group's stage act had 
finally shaken their way onto vinyl. 
In fact, the old-time rockers like 
“Hand Jive" by far outnumbered 
the tracks penned by the group it
self. Yet snaking through it all was 
that distinctive Youngbloods sound.

Two tons of machines: It's a 
sound that they've evolved over the 
six or so years since they got togeth
er in New York City. Basically, it's 
the cool twist of Jesse Colin 
Young's light, vibratoed voice, and 
Banana's electric piano—blended 
into their jazz-rock improvisations, 
their distinctive harmonies, their 
low-pitch presence on stage.

And it's also the sound of their 
heap of choice instruments. Each 
gig requires that Richard (Earth
quake) Anderson be responsible for 
the logistical transportation and set
up of two-and-a-half tons of equip
ment. Just being able to account for 
all that is one of the things that sep
arates the professionals from the 
amateurs.

T oe Bauer's house is built 
(J on pilings sunk into Tomales 
Bay. and. sitting in his living room, 
you can look out over the rippling 
water and think you're on a boat. 
Inside, though, it looks pretty much 
like the house of a successful rock 
drummer, except there aren't any 
drums to be seen.

Banana and Joe lounge in the 
comfortable chairs. They are wear
ing sporty new Haines T-shirts that 
bear a silkscreened likeness of their 
company logo—one Procyon lotor. 
or Raccoon. Raccoon is the name of 
their record company. And this, 
these days, seems to be the Young
bloods' raison d'etre. Sure, they're 
still touring now and then and giving 
concerts, including an occassional 
freebie, but the energy quotient is in 
recording stuff on Raccoon

The Raccoon Empire: At the 
Youngbloods' office across the Bay. 
Things are pretty lively. Their 
wholesale plunge into the record 
business has increased their office 
work several times over.

But. that doesn't stop Stuart Kut- 
chins. the manager and general 
co-ordinator for Youngbloods 
Raccoon from taking a little time 
off when the occasion arises. So he 
picks up some beer in thriving, bus
tling Point Reyes Station (pop. 350) 
and sets out to view and oversee 
the Raccoon empire.

Thus we find him dropping in at 
Joe’s house, having first taken a 
look at Joe's amazing car—a blue 
and white Kaiser. Now. you may 
not remember the Kaiser, but in its 
time it was a totally doomed ven
ture. Anyone who'd own one today 
must have a fairly good acceptance 
of the absurdity of the world, and 
Joe definitely does.

The baby boom: The first order of 
discussion is production. Of babies. 
Everyone in the Youngbloods circle 
seems extraordinarily fecund. Ei
ther that or their tour schedules 
make for some interesting timing.

“We just had a child."Banana 
says. “Susie. Jesse's wife had a 
child. Mina recently had a child. 
And we're all having them at home. 
Midwife and all." They are pretty 
riveted to Marin right now. but last 
spring it was different.

They worked their butts off at a 
truck load of memorable gigs, one of 
which was the disastrous Satsop 
River Tin Cup Races and Mudfest 
festival. Disastrous for the promo
ters. that is. the Youngbloods liked 
playing there.

“It cost the p 
Banana mutters.

Youngbloods:
The Beer Bottle Empire

The Youngbloods’ record company— 
two backyard studios 

where friends drip crumbs and 
guitarists play below cobwebs. If 

it doesn’t make a profit, Warner Bros.
will take it away. by Alec Dubro



Michael Kane, bass:
Took over for Jesse Colin Young

Jesse Colin Young, vocals: In a fair-size hou 
down the hill from his place is Studio A.

Banana, keyboards: 
His piano is a trip in itself.
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years ago was a funky, impover
ished folk singer, seems to have fi
nally found success.

He deals patiently with the wait
ing adults, children and animals, 
and puts on a tape of his completed- 
but-unmixed solo album. It sounds 
good. He cut two albums on his own 
about six years ago. One. Soul Of A 
City Boy. is an unobtainable classic. 
Even Jesse has only one beat-up 
copy. On the new album, he lets 
loose with one of his favorite styles. 
"Sweet Rhythm and Blues." sugar
ing into “Maybelline." and a string 
of his own compositions.

Cobweb studio time: Studio A is 
just down the hill from Jesse's house

fantastic way to learn about record
ing —with a new studio installed in 
your backyard.

But. they haven't put all their 
eggs in one basket. They do per
form. although not as often as for
merly. Today, they are getting ready 
to leave for the weekend to play gigs 
in. of all places. Casper. Wyoming 
and Bozeman. Montana. Both 
places have just been dug out from 
under huge blizzards, but that won't 
stop our boys.

A Youngbloods performance is a 
pretty loose affair, and an enjoyable 
one. Earthquake, who seems to take 
note of these things, says that their 
biggest followings are in Seattle and

Boston. For no particular reason.
A blast in the park: But. for the 

past two years now. they've given a 
free performance on July 4th in 
Berkeley's Provo Park. The last one 
was a jam-packed affair. Thousands 
of stoned out freaks on their feet, on 
the ground and in the trees. Some
one was videotaping it. but they 
paid him no mind and played in 
their usual nonchalant style. It was 
a bit rough on them, following hot 
on the heels of Commander Cody 
whose followers are legion. But. 
they aquitted themselves admirably.

They played "Hippie From 
Olema." their “Okie From Mus
kogee" parody that always gets a 
good reaction. They went into Rich
ie Valens' old hit. “Donna." with 
good ‘fifties harmonies. They did 
their fine danceable instrumental 
things like “Sunlight." and had 
masses and masses of people up and 
shaking.

As usual, though. “Get Togeth
er." for better or worse their theme 
song, brought out the best reaction. 
The Youngbloods have a lot of de
voted fans. And as long as they keep 
doing what they're doing, they'll 
probably continue to gather even 
more of the appreciation that 
they've earned. •

and is in a building you would call a 
fair-sized house. It even has a com
bination kitchen and sleeping loft, 
built to accommodate visiting musi
cians.

Today. Jesse is producing Jeffrey 
Cain's new album. As Jesse sits at 
the board with his dog asleep al his 
feet, and people lounging about eat
ing and drinking, it looks very dif
ferent from a professional studio. 
They make no bones about it. Each 
of them is learning the ropes. They 
do make mistakes.

Inside the recording room, which 
looks new. but already has cobwebs 
hanging from the pressed-cork in
sulation. Jeffrey is going through 
the agonies of recording. He is over- 
dubbmg a pretty fingerpicking riff 
to "Pack Up Your Sorrows." Again 
and again he plays it. They go back. 
He's out of tune with the bass. Jesse 
runs the tape. Instead of the whole 
song, all they hear is a bass run. 
They try again.

“We'd never got into recording 
before. Now that I'm getting into it. 
I really love it." Jesse announces.

The business bones: Raccoon has 
a three-year contract with Warner's. 
If the Youngbloods can't make it a 
profitable thing by then, it all goes 
back to the company. Still, it's a

himself, is eminently qualified to 
produce them.

Stuart steps into the tape vault, 
and takes a look at the titles—the 
tape vault has. until recently, been a 
stall shower. Banana and Michael 
are calibrating the recorder. A lest 
tape says. "The next sound you hear 
is one kiloHertz . . . The next sound 
you hear is 500 Hertz . . . etc."

Musical magnet: Stuart leaves to 
get something to eat. Inverness Cal
ifornia has. for some reason, two 
Czechoslovakian restaurants. Most 
cities of 300 people don't have even 
one. Neither was open. So he goes 
to the coffee shop, scarffs down 
some of the local oysters and talks 
with some of the crowd of longhairs, 
most of whom seem to know each 
other, and most of whom seem to 
have something to do with music. 
It's paradoxical. Stuart remarks, 
that Marin is so jam full of rock 
bands when it is impossible for a 
band to make a living in this richest 
of all California counties.

When Stuart gets to Jesse's 
house—a beautiful singlewall cedar 
and glass affair perched high on the 
ridge that separates the Pacific from 
Tomales Bay—it is full of people: 
All of them wailing for Jesse.

Jesse Colin Young, who many

a redwood cottage behind Banana's 
Inverness home. A year ago. it was 
just an outbuilding. Now it's got 1 
don't know how many thousands in 
three-M eight-track recording ma
chines. Plus the usual plethora of 
mikes, patches, speakers and full 
and empty bottles of imported 
beer—mostly Watneys—that every
one seems to be swilling most of the 
time. Next to the studio B. Banana 
is having a short but deep swimming 
pool sunk. It's here, in B. that 
they're in the midst of culling High 
Country's second album for Rac
coon. High Country is a bluegrass 
group; and Banana, a former Bos
ton folkie and no mean bluegrasser

The Youngbloods: 
The Ampeg company 

has been trying to sell them 
more up-to-date amplifiers, 

but the Youngbloods 
say that 1967 was Ampeg’s 

best year.
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The Blue Oyster Cult: Once, Twice, Scream, Stop!
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K K usicians are probably the 
-LV-Lmost misunderstood animals in 
the world. So many myths and leg
ends are believed about them that it 
is truly difficult for fans to learn the 
facts. The fact of the matter is 
they're no belter than you or me. 
Like for example, when the musi
cians in the Blue Oyster Cult get on
stage. there's magic in the air (even 
the name. O. Cult— occult, get it?): 
but they all eat chicken, just like the 
rest of us.

The members of the group have 
names too. Albert the drummer is 
quite a primitive, he could play a 
whole set with hands instead of 
sticks and sometimes he does. 
Joe his brother is quiet and he's nice, 
but he plays the proverbial real 
mean bass. Donald the lead guitarist 
has been trying.out a wide variety of 
moustaches lately which just like 
his music—really make the little 
girls swoon. Allen, who is not too 
vain to wear eyeglasses in live per
formance. literally tickles the 
ivories. And Eric is very skinny and 
always will be. because he has an ul
cer. but his voice is truly very fat.

Altamont wah-wah: Now the mu
sic. They just finished their first 
album for Columbia and it's gon
na be out any second now. Itmay 
seem like outrageous overstate
ment al this stage of the game, but it 
could well be" the album of the 
70's. And "Transmaniacon M.C." 
starts things off. This is a story of 
Altamont (the M.C. stands for mo
torcycle club), with excellent mo-

The Blue Oyster Cult: Bagpipe guitar and motorcycle singing.

by Roni Hoffman
torcycle singing and cymbals and 
bagpipe wah-wah guitar. Sandy 
Pearlman wrote the words. (Hey. 
dig it: Sandy Pearl-Man and the 
Blue Oyster Cult!) The second cut 
on side one. “I'm on the Lam But I 
Ain't No Sheep.” is a real fool- 
stomper of a tune with a cowboy 
sound, which is not to say that it's 
a country-western song. The rep
etitions within the song make for a 
comfortable familiarity even on the 
first hearing. And in this case repeti
tion is by no means dull! In the 
break the boys sing "mush you 
huskies now." which can sound like 
"mucky wucky time." and that 
works just as well. And does it ever 
build: see it all happen, once, twice, 
scream, end! Then comes “Then 
Came the Last Days Of May." 
which brings a tear to your eye ev
ery lime you hear it. They're out on 
the desert where "a little bit of wa
ter goes a long way." The vocal har
monies sound female, the intro is 
like The Doors' "Strange Days." 
and it leaves with a tambourine 
sound you want and expect.

Brooklyn Dodger blues: Next is 
“Stairway to the Stars." a hand- 
clappy happy tune. The song's all 
about autographs and car insur
ance and it contains a musical 
theme which builds little stairways 
in your mind. It's got the right 
words pitted against the right notes, 
analogous to the painter-philos
opher Kandinsky's theory about the 
right color for the right form. Fin
ishing off side one is “Before the

Kiss a Red Cap." Wow again! It's 
reminiscent of the Brooklyn Dod
gers. if you know what I mean; and 
the theme is the really tragic story 
of someone named Suzy. There's a 
children-like rhythm section in there 
with wood blocks and sticks, and let 
me tell you kids themselves are rare
ly this good!

Side two screams out with 
"Screams." echoes reverberating 
“big city madness.” Its bell-like 
crystal sound really sums up the 
nights and lights of the city, any 
city. Next: “She's As Beautiful As a 
Foot." There are at least two uses of 
the word "tongue" in the song (one 
of which is the tongue of a shoe), 
which is only natural since R. Melt
zer-rock writer and father of the 
unknown tongue—wrote the lyrics. 
The vibrations of the song make 
your adam’s apple feel weird. In 
"City's On Flame With Rock and 
Roll" the title speaks for itself. Fire 
and ice. "Telescopes" talks about 
seeing with your eyes closed and it 
ends with a space ship about to take 
off. only to come back into the re
markable final cut of this remark
able album. “Redeemed.” If there 
was ever a catchy ballad this is it. 
with the most effective use of lisping 
these jaded ears have ever heard. 
It's all about Christmas day and the 
cold, cold singing sends chills up 
and down your spine; and that's no 
joke. It ends with "it won't be long" 
and it won't be long before this al
bum is in your stores, so start sali
vating now! •
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White

Noise:

Musical

Terror

by Janis Schacht

Edwin Birdsong: 
Anger & Peace

David Vorhaus: "You feel like 
you’re going to fall off a cliff. . .

Edwin Birdsong: Music for men strong 
enough to love, and open enough to be 
at one with the universe.

mnn r—————

Vinci type—good at everything he 
tries, be it building a sixteen-track 
tape recorder (“you can't go and 
buy a sixteen-channel stereo mixer 
for even a couple of thousand 
pounds, but you can design and 
build one as good as the best com- 
mer.cial one available"), skiing 
(“Batman . . . my nickname given 
to me by the Bonzai ski group last 
year because I skied in a cloak rath
er than a ski jacket, which freaked a 
lot of people out It's really nice fly
ing down a mountain, and you just 
about take off with these sort of 
wings behind you. What's sad is that 
in England, virtually no ‘heads' go 
skiing . . .”). making stag movies 
in New York (“we became known 
as the English couple that were 
more far-out than anyone they'd 
ever filmed"), or designing the ster
eo effects on White Noise’s album. 
Electric Storm (“it’s amazing how 
long stereo's been going on and how 
little has been done with it. All that 
usually happens is that the sound 
will pan around backwards and for
wards or just sit where it is. But with 
electronic music, we're dealing with 
an unreal medium anyway, and

was raised in South Los Angeles, 
where his father. The Rev. Sidney 
Birdsong Sr., is still the Minister of 
the Solid Rock Baptist Church. 
There, at the very beginning, he was 
immersed in the rich environment of 
spontaneous spirituality, blackness 
and heritage and, most of all. music.

“There was music all around 
me," he recalls. “I just took to it 
naturally like a second language, 
another way of expression.” By the 
time he was five. Birdsong had com
posed his first melody on the piano. 
As he grew he became the church 
organist, pianist, lead singer and 
musical director of the choirs. Those 
were pretty heavy choirs, by the 
way, with people like Mary Clay
ton, Billy Preston, Mel Carter and 
the Chambers Brothers crossing 
paths.

Birdsong graduated from L.A. 
Technical College with a major in il
lustration and industrial design, 
then entered the Army. Life in the 
Army, devoid of freedom and spiri
tual energy, was difficult for him, 
and while still serving in Germany 
he put together his first group 
(which included Sol Amarfio, now 
of Osibisa) in order to channel his 
creative drive. After his discharge he 
settled in New York and studied 
composition at the Manhattan 
School of Music and Julliard while 
continuing to write and arrange jazz 
and rock and forming his own

T’ve always hated electronic 
JL music,” said one listener, "but 
I love this album." “Oh, is that the 
album with all the ears on the cov
er?" asked another. “I think it's in 
the back of my closet somewhere." 
A third admitted that he “once lis
tened to ‘Electric Storm In Hell' 
while tripping and almost freaked 
out completely. It was beautiful." 
And the head of Island Records' 
publicity department remarked: 
“When the album first came out in 
1969 there wasn't very much reac
tion. but now we've had to re-issue 
it. It has a genuine cult following."

What are they all talking about? 
White Noise.

And what is White Noise? To find 
out, ride the London tube as far as 
Camden town, go up High Street to 
a door marked Kaleidophon. and 
ask for Dave Vorhaus. Dave is the 
guy who at 26-years old (he's 28 
now) conceived White Noise, then 
got together with Delia Derbyshire 
and Brian Hodgson (both members 
of the unit that makes all the sound 
effects for BBC radio and television) 
to make White Noise work.

Batman on skis: David is a Da

by Richard Gold

music, like my life, is 
IVJ.a search for truth. All men are 

brothers, and what I’ve got to say is 
meant for everybody."

When Edwin Birdsong speaks the 
words are filled with peace. When a 
person has reached a certain level of 
consciousness, his own humanity 
projects an aura visible to anyone 
with open eyes.

Birdsong is a powerful human 
being. Composer, performer, musi
cian, philosopher, black man and 
universal spiritual citizen. His music 
is a statement of outrage against all 
the injustices, insanities and tortures 
visited upon the peoples of the 
world. It is also a statement of joy 
attained through hope and the real
ization that all men attuned to the 
universal flow of life share all ex
perience together. Birdsong is into 
the yin and yang that together form 
the all; and the music, like the man, 
is still growing.

Birdsong was born in Shreveport. 
Louisiana, sometime in the forties. 
“My age really doesn’t mean any
thing,” he says with his relaxed 
smile. “All of us are timeless.” He
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why people like

there's no reason why unreal sounds 
have to obey the real laws of na
ture."). and writing the music (“I 
really had been interested in music 
since I was a kid, but I figured it 
was not a way of making a living. 
At best one could become a bass 
player in a professional orchestra 
and play Beethoven's Fifth every 
night. ... I settled for having mu
sic as a hobby and playing with 
transistors for a job; and just at the 
end of a course with Brian and 
Delia, a new horizon opened up. and 
we attempted to make comething 
palatable to people who weren't into 
electronic sound.”)

Electronic terror: What should 
you expect from electronic rock? 
What you tend to expect is noise, or 
possibly the sounds of The Pink 
Floyd or Emerson. Lake and Palm
er. But that's not what you get from 
White Noise.

Instead, you get pieces like “The 
Visitation." which Dave says “starts 
off at a fairly low level emotionally 
speaking and builds up to something 
quite terrifying. At the end you feel 
like you're going to fall off a cliff or 
something. It succeeds in creating

also songs like “My Father Preach
es That God Is The Father,” “The 
Spirit of Do Do” and “God’s 
Home" that celebrate the dignity of 
all men who are strong enough to 
love and are determined to feel free 
and at one with the universe around 
them.

When Birdsong performs his ma
terial. he creates a unique ex
perience in human communication. 
He is tall and imposing with deep, 
round eyes; Indian-boned brown 
face topped by hair plaited into 
ringlets. He has the kind of voice 
that can blow an audience out with 
its power or leave them transfixed 
by its depth. Singing the words “My 
Sister came home from her job/At 
Yona Lady’s house./ When Baby 
Brother looked and saw,/ A button 
was ripped from her blouse/ Baby 
Brother took his gun—” he breathes 
with inner fire and pounds the piano 
with intensity as aching as the truth 
itself. Then he moves with the soft
est simplicity and beauty to sing 
“only the pure in heart can see God 
. . . hare krishna" and to fill a lis
tener with the wonder of shared 
emotion.

“I don’t think there's enough 
communication going down these 
days." Birdsong says. “Radio sta
tions are communication .centers, 
and I’m trying to reach people 
through my music. Some people 
might say that my sound is too com

mercially black, and they’re the 
ones who are just not listening. The 
truth is difficult to get across and 
my bag is reality. I hope people are 
ready to listen."

Birdsong is eager to take his mu
sic anywhere he might find people 
prepared to share the message of 
anger, hope, peace and joy. When 
the last act went off at the closing of 
the Fillmore East, he took the stage 
and led an impromptu jam long into 
the night. He performed at New- 
York's Riker's Island prison with 
the New York Youth Symphony 
Orchestra, though his own brother. 
Sidney Jr., has languished in San 
Quentin four years and been denied 
parole by the Man's injustice.

“Finding truth means finding 
peace, and you can never lose con
trol of your emotions." For Bird
song. an inner development that 
draws on everything from the black 
experience to Buddhism and as
trology is the key to the future of his 
music. In one corner of his apart
ment sits a beautiful sitar which 
Birdsong intends to master as a 
challenge to the barriers of separate 
cultures and a fresh path to the lan
guage of music.

“The music I hear in my head.” 
he says, “is always one step more 
advanced than the music I’m com
posing. I’m always going to be pur
suing what I’m hearing. That's what 
changes are all about." •

houzon
about a minute long. It isn’t a drum 
beat; it's synchronized to the posi
tive and negative pulse and pressure 
of a heartbeat. You can modulate 
sounds and maintain the correct 
beat so that people's hearts are syn
chronized to it. You can effect emo
tions with sounds to create fear or to 
create pleasure."

Electric ear-power: “You can ac
tually turn somebody on physically 
with electronics. You’ll experience 
something like a very, very powerful 
acid or speed trip; and vou just flick 
a switch and it's off anytime you 
want out.

“But what's most important is 
triggering feelings. We can. for in
stance. recognize orgasm, and fairly 
soon we should be able to simulate 
it electronically and actually give 
somebody an orgasm using just pure 
electronic sound. This will no longer 
be a sound which you listen to and 
say “Oh Christ, that’s nice' and 
come. It will bypass your mind and 
go directly to your nerves. But it's 
going to be a while before we get 
there . . ."

Maybe that's 
Electric Storm.

group. “Birdsong." which still per
forms as “Dreams.”

Although Birdsong began as a tal
ented and electrical R&B per
former. there were forces at work 
within him that led to an early deci
sion to develop his true self as an 
artist and person without regard for 
the meaningless standards of image 
and acceptability that still exercise 
control over what people will be 
allowed to listen to. As a product of 
the dual explosions of the American 
youth and black revolutions, he was 
faced with the challenge of synthe
sizing the concepts of absolute free
dom and total peace into music that 
could move as many people as pos
sible to feeling, thought and action.

He was hefped in this respect by 
his wife, Michelle—a beautiful 
woman who has herself evolved con
siderably since her days as an airline 
stewardess. Michelle is Birdsong’s 
lyricist, and her words match his 
music with the same wholeness and 
understanding that characterize 
their relationship.

Some of those words on Bird
song's Polydor album. What It Is, 
are angry ones. Songs like “Mr. 
Money Man” and “It Ain't No Fun 
Being A Welfare Recipient” are like 
primal mirrors reflecting the savage 
history of psychic rape and human 
degradation that still continues as a 
stark reality for Birdsong’s black 
brothers and sisters. But there are

something which is totally un
real—something you can only imag
ine. And it does something to you 
that can’t really be done by con
ventional instruments."

Electric Storm (put out by Brit
ain's Island Records and distributed 
by Capitol in the States) is not com
pletely free of "conventional in
struments." Side one has singers, 
voices, drums, tunes and verses. 
There's even an orchestra of jews 
harps on "Here Come the Fleas." 
But David's real interest is in totally 
artificial sounds, "the really exciting 
sounds none of us have ever heard."

Those are the sounds that Vor- 
haus wants to use “to stimulate 
people's minds and ultimately turn 
them on to the point where they ac
tually feel a compulsive physical 
thrill, or horror, or whatever.” Vor- 
haus is itching to produce electronic 
sounds that will virtually manipu
late the human brain. “There are 
some very simple examples of brain 
manipulation." he says, "in Elec
tronic Storm. On the first track. 
‘Love Without Sound.' there's a 
heartbeat rhythm, although it's not 
long enough to work effectively. It's
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So they rented a summer camp on 
Enchanted Island in Minnesota's 
Lake Minnetonka, moved in equip
ment. beer, musicians, dogs and 
children, and spent several weeks 
putting together the LP. “You get a 
much funkier sound when you're not 
living in a Howard Johnson motel 
and going to the studio in a taxi-cab 
through rush hour traffic." Bonnie 
explained during the sessions.

Blues may be one of Bonnie's 
favorite styles (reflected by her 
choice of Chicago-based horn man 
A. C. Reed and Junior Wells, the 
mouth-harpist, as accompanying 

ians). but her album is diverse, 
allowing she can sing contemporary 
music as well. She's included “Blue
bird" (from Buffalo Springfield). 
“Danger. Heartbreak Dead Ahead" 
(the old soul number), and John 
Koerner’s ballad. “I Ain’t Blue." 
Bonnie's instrumentation ranges 
from just her dexterous guitar (she 
plays one of the finest slide guitar 
styles around, and her finger pickin 
ain't bad either) to a full band, with 
piano, drums, bass and sometimes 
sax or harp (on one number, even 
tuba). She fills out her album with 
blues, of course, and also Sippie 
Wallace jazz-blues numbers, in
cluding “Women Be Wise," a favor
ite with club audiences.

A tough strut: In concert Bonnie 
works with just the backing of her 
guitar and a bass, letting her dry. 
fragile-tough wit run through the in
troductions to her songs. She can 
slide from the braggin’ and struttin' 
of “Mighty Tight Woman" to the 
mistiness of “Since I Fell For 
You’’—and make you believe them 
both. A key word might be “real." 
On the album, the band takes on 
more of the chores, and they do it 
with a funky feeling that seems to 
surround anything Wille Murphy 
and company come in contact with.

Though Bonnie hasn’t done much 
composing (except for the satirically 
risque “The Blender"), and doesn’t 
rate herself too highly as a singer. 
(“If my voice came on the radio, I 
think I'd turn the channel"), it 
seems she's already got herself a 
niche in the world of music.

She says she’d be happy to work 
at Jack's Bar in Cambridge for the 
rest of her life—but if her career 
continues the path it’s on now. she 
may soon have trouble finding time 
to get a drink there. Her theory is 
that people hire her just because 
she’s a woman who plays blues and 
it's unusual—that may be true, but 
it takes talent to back up a front.

Bonnie’s got it. •

Bonnie Raitt Is Funky
O inger-guitarist Bonnie Raitt 
Ohad her 22nd birthday during a 

recent club gig. She was interrupted 
mid-set by Mississippi Fred Mc
Dowell (composer of the Stones' 
number “You Got To Move"), who 
told her to wait, then disappeared in 
the back. As Bonnie and her bassist 
Freebo improvised a blues riff. Fred 
returned, candle-blazing cake in 
hand, and to a funky blues melody 
sang “Happy Birthday Bonnie.” It 
seemed appropriate, since much of 
her musical style is rooted in blues.

The California born and raised 
daughter of musical-comedy star 
John Raitt. Bonnie was learning 
how to play blues at the age of 
twelve from records of legendary 
people like Son House and Robert 
Johnson. When she moved to Cam
bridge. Mass., to attend college. 
Bonnie fell into the thriving folk- 
and-blues scene there—and it was 
there she first met some other of 
her favorite musicians—John Koer

ner and Willie Murphy—even
tually Willie Murphy produced her 
recently released first album I Bon
nie Raitt) for Warner Brothers 
records.

Musical picnic: “I heard that al
bum. Running Jumping Standing 
Still, by Koerner and Murphy, and 
it was one of my favorite albums. 
When I signed to do a record, they 
gave me complete control, and I 
knew I wanted Willie to produce 
it." Bonnie says. In the meantime.’ 
Koerner's other e.x-partner. Dave 
Ray. had just set up complete 
recording facilities in Minneapolis, 
planning to record himself and 
friends in a non-big-business atmos
phere. Bonnie decided she’d rather 
do it that way. on a four track ma
chine in a room, instead of a sterile 
studio with 16 track facilities. “Be
sides, some of my favorite people 
moved to Minneapolis, and I 
thought it must be a pretty neat 
place.” Bonnie says.
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Jeanie Greene: The Gospel Glow
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T ike a bridge over troubled wa- 
J_J ters, Jeanie Greene's voice has 
way of reaching out to the trouble 
inside you, turning pain into the 
kind of glow that comes with secur
ity, friendship, understanding, and 
peace of mind. Maybe that's why 
Don Nix. her friend and the produc
er of her first Elektra album Mary 
Called Jeanie Greene, asked her to 
sing in the chorus at George Harri
son's Bangla Desh benefits. Just as 
sure as East Pakistan is a long long 
way from Jeanie's hometown in 
Mississippi, her compassion for the 
sufferings of others is a real, if at 
times non-verbal, clement in her 
music. Jeanie Greene is a Christian, 
and her Jesus may be Father. Son. 
Brother, and Lover, but he ain't no 
superstar with a hand-mike.

Chicken and beer: Church singing 
and a really positive religious ex
perience in childhood were a great 
influence on Jeanie's songs, which 
borrow almost equally from the 
strong rhythms of West African mu
sic and the words of the Scriptures.

Jeanie Greene: A rave-up for Jesus.

On her new album, she brings to 
traditional Gospel not only a sincer
ity that transcends her twenty-eight 
years, but an undercurrent of funki
ness that lets her and her band lay 
back on a number. Her husband 
—who plays occasional bass on the 
album—is Marlin Greene, famed 
Muscle Shoals engineer for some 
of the most soulful singers of the 
past few years, and Marlin and Don 
Nix backed Jeanie with one of those 
barbecued-chicken and beer sessions 
which help to make Leon Russell's 
records overflow with spontaneity 
and exuberance.

Getting off on gospel: The key
boards are a special joy: Jeanie her
self shares the honors with Barry 
Beckett, who has an inexhaustible 
vocabulary on the ivories, and 
vamps an accompaniment that 
would do Leon the Master proud. 
Chris Etheridge, late of the Flying 
Burrito Brothers, works bass along 
with Marlin and Muscle Shoals star 
David Hood.

The tunes all benefit from careful

and imaginative arrangements and 
the extra added attraction of Shelter 
singer Claudia Linnear on back
ground vocals. Because the chorus 
of Jeanie. Claudia, and Mary Peder
son swings so high, the gospel 
rave-ups like "Put Your Good On 
the Line" and "Mighty Time" stand 
out. Jeanie's lead rising above the 
steady and exhilirating refrain. But 
"Magdalene's Medley" and "Peter. 
Put Away Your Sword" — two 
strictly religious songs—never be
come preachy or dry. because Jeanie 
puts them across with such trust and 
good-feeling.

Like Tina Turner. Jeanie sings as 
if she's in love. And like Aretha 
Franklin. Jeanie's faith helps to 
make her singing a little more im
portant to her. But really, like both 
of those two great singers. Jeanie is 
a soul sister—a great voice and a 
great person at the same time: and it 
makes sense, when you get right 
down to it. that good music will 
come from good people. •

by Ron Ross
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Ian Anderson: An overwhelming performance.

The 
Allman’s Endure

Bloodrock:
Gripes Against 
Terry Knight

The Allman Bros, are fulfilling lheir 
musical commitments despite Duane’s 
death. For example, they had a recent 
dale al Nicky and Arnie Ungano's Ritz 
Theatre. After Duane’s death. Nicky 
immediately stopped ticket sales, as
suming the group would cancel Every
one. theatre owners and audience alike, 
were delighted when the Ritz got a call 
saying the show would go on.

The Allman’s had been working on a 
new LP. which they were planning to re
lease this month, and the LP is being 
brought out as scheduled.

Duane, by the way. was ushered out 
with a bang. Notables like Dr. John the

Bloodrock's lead singer. Jim Rut
ledge, recently aired some more of the 
gripes that led the group to sever its lies 
with Terry Knight. “We didn’t care 
what we had to do.” Jim said, “we had 
to gel out from under the Grand-Funk 
little-brother image. Even though we 
were Capitol's second-biggest sellers, we 
were the least known big-selling act 
there is.”

Why were they discontented if lheir 
record sales were so substantial? 
“There's more to it than just selling 
records.” Jim explained. “If your name 
isn't known to the promoter, no matter 
what your sales, you can't gel the mon
ey you deserve. That's one thing. Anoth
er is that we want the kids to know 
about us as people when we walk onto a 
stage, not just as musicians. Terry 
Knight had a formula for success with 
Grand Funk. They don't give interviews, 
that's part of it. Well, we're not Grand 
Funk: we want to do interviews. We also 
want to be Bloodrock, our own kind of 
music, our own kind of stage work and 
our own act. not ‘the group that opens 
the show for Grand Funk.'

reedom had just finished a mu- 
-L sically diversified and unusual set 
at Madison Square Garden. The lights 
had gone up. and crowds had begun to 
creep quietly toward the stage, trying 
remain unnoticed by the guards.

Suddenly the Garden darkened, a 
roar went up from the audience, and Ian 
Anderson leaped onto center stage, hair 
flying, holding out the tails of his brown 
and pink plaid coal, curtsying this way 
and that.

While kids converged on the stage, 
and guards jumped into the swelling 
crowd, the rest of the group appeared 
one at a lime. Anderson picked up a six 
siring guitar, sal on a chair and dedi
cated the opening number to “that old 
man up there in the sky. wherever he is: 
My God.” Halfway through the song he 
switched to his flute, and the show was 
on its way.

Anderson was all over the stage, 
amazing the audience. The contrast of 
his ethereal beauty with his nearly vul
gar remarks kept the mood and music in 
a constant state of flux. Anderson in
troduced two songs from the upcoming 
Tull album by explaining that the tenta
tive title (Thick As A Brick) “in English 
slang means about as much intelligence 
as a lump of shit.” The new songs were 
pervaded by a funereal feeling, and 
seemed to lean more than usual toward 
baroque chamber music, with its light
ness and sharp, quick beat.

A medley from Aqualung brought the 
entire audience to its feet. When Ander
son left the stage, a thunder of applause 
and screams rolled down from the bal
conies. Hysterical kids tried to storm 
the stage as promoter Howard Stein and 
his employees attempted to push them 
away or grab at falling monitors as they 
were pulled over the edge by the leaping 
crowd.

Then Tull reappeared for a three-song 
encore, accompanied by a constant 
battle between kids and security guards.

But despite the melee. Tull emerged 
as one of the tightest, most musically 
skilled groups to play the Garden. Truly 
a “super group.”
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Grand Funk
Delays Its Film

Pink Floyd 
Tell 

Their Troubles

The Allman Brothers: 
Concerts and a recording.

Grand Funk Railroad:
Filling the five-and-dimes.

Pink Floyd: When the glasses landed, they split.

The members of Pink Floyd sal down 
io chai, and ended up spilling lhe beans 
on many of lheir friends and enemies.

Ian Anderson, they say. forbids his 
group to gel high and insists they are in 
bed by 11:30. Steve Marriott, they go on 
to report, owns a singing dog who made 
his musical debut on the Floyd's last al
bum. Meddle.

Grand Funk Railroad hired a film 
crew io shoot last summer's Shea Sta
dium concert, but according to Terry 
Knight, no movie of the concert will ap
pear for at least another eight months. 
It'll take that long before Terry can fin
ish editing the footage

Meanwhile GFR (Grand Funk Rail
road) Enterprises is in the middle of 
what a Capitol Record Co. executive 
called “the most total and com
prehensive marketing campaign lhe 
Company has ever undertaken" a 
campaign that includes the production 
of E PLURIBUS FUNK belt buckles, 
necklaces, cufflinks, and even bottle 
openers

Night Tripper played al his funeral, and 
observers say that he was buried with a 
bottle neck on his finger, a pick in his 
hand, and a joint in his mouth

The Slones have finally gotten their 
visas to enter lhe Stales This could 
mean that their American lour will 
come sooner lhan expected. Meanwhile. 
Keith Richards and another unnamed 
Stone took advantage of their visas to 
slip into New York City while no one 
was looking.

Meanwhile Feathers of an Angel, lhe 
pair of journalistic hell-hounds 
frequently found stalking information 
on Circus' behalf, have been following 
the trail of tapes left by Mick Jagger & 
Co on lhe path to lheir next LP.

As for the members of Pink Floyd 
themselves. Roger Waters says they are 
definitely not bizarre: “People have this 
far out idea that we're mad. totally 
mad. If not that, then at least we must 
down a quart of acid before each per
formance. Il just is so unirue. We're lhe 
best behaved group in rock."

Nonetheless. Pink Floyd do have a 
talent for getting into weird scenes. “We 
remember one particularly hairy gig. the 
worst run-in of our career, actually. We 
were playing in Belgium." Nick Mason 
turns to lhe others. “Remember that?" 
They shudder. “It seems Belgium itself 
is divided. Flemish on one side, and 
French on the other. The Flemish are 
fond of swigging beer and singing all 
these old drinking songs. That's fine, ex
cept that most of the audience was 
French. Even the sealing was divided. 
All lhe Flemish on one side of lhe room, 
lhe French on the other. Well, they real
ly got into one of lheir songs and the 
French kids started yelling and stamp
ing for Pink Floyd. All of a sudden, as if 
on cue. ALL lhe Flemish side hurled 
their beer glasses across the room. It 
was a beautiful sight, actually. Every
thing was quiet foi a moment while the 
glasses were in the air. I thought it was 
some sort of Flemish riluat until 1 heard 
the screams when the glasses started 
landing. Even we decided nut to '•lay 
around to hear Pink Floyd."
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looflon
Colosseum

Colosseum:Destroyed by a lack of confidence.

The Move
Can’t Get Rid Of Themselves

mon-
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Collapses— 
Humble Pie Gains

Alvin Lee: 
Why He 

Snubbed England

Alvin Lee:
"In American they book the P.A. 

system the way they book a group.”
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Alvin Lee and Ten Years After, who 
loured England after having avoided the 
British circuit for a fair amount of lime, 
announced that they had shunned the 
concert scene in their homeland because 
of equipment problems. Alvin and the 
group were discontented with the P.A. 
systems in British concert halls, and 
wailed to lour until they had created a 
satisfactory sound system of their own. 
“We wanted to have really good equip-ey. Roy Wood and the group tried to 

convince EMI. their British recording 
company, to allow them to scrap The 
Move, but EMI wouldn’t have it. Roy 
then hunted for another company will
ing to take on the Electric Light Orches
tra. and couldn’t find one. Nobody 
wanted an experiment that hadn’t prov
en its power to sell records.

Eventually. Roy agreed to continue 
recording the old sound as The Move if 
EM! would let him record separate al
bums as The Electric Light Orchestra. 
If the Electric Light Orchestra's sound 
can show a profit. Roy figures EM! will 
let him lay The Move in its grave.

The Move has grown tired of the mu
sic it’s playing and decided to undergo a 
strange transformation. They want to 
add a siring bass player, a violinist, a 
French horn and three cellists to their 
basic line-up of Roy Wood on guitar. 
Bev Bevan on drums, and Jeff Lynne on 
guitar and piano. Actually, they’re or
ganizing something more radical than a 
mere change in orchestration --they're 
planning to destroy The Move. That's 
right! They want to reform as the Elec
tric Light Orchestra, and to kiss The 
Move good-bye.-

But destroying yourself is not that 
easy when you're already making

mcnl. like the stuff we use in the sta
diums in America.” Alvin explained. 
“There, they book a P.A. system for a 
concert in the same way they book a 
group.”

Allan Clarke, who founded the Hol
lies eight years ago with Graham Nash, 
has left the group to begin a solo career. 
When the news reached L.A.. Graham 
Nash and David Crosby contacted Allan 
by phone and said they'd be glad to 
work with him on his first solo LP. (For 
a detailed report, sec “The Hollies 
Without Nash and Clarke" and “Gra
ham Nash: The View From the Cage.” 
in this issue of Circus.)

/Colosseum has crumbled and Hum- 
K-/ble Pie has taken advantage of the 
collapse to fill a gap. John Hiseman. 
Colosseum's leader, announced that the 
group had disbanded. /\t about the same 
tioe. Dave “Clem" Clempson. Colos
seum's virtuoso guitarist, dropped into 
the hole left by Peter Frampton when he 
fell out of Humble Pic.

John Hiseman covered the subject of 
Colosseum's breakup with one hazy sen
tence: “The members of the group were 
moving in different musical directions."

Dave Clempson. on the other hand, 
was delighted to be out of Colosseum 
and in with the Pie. He showed up at his 
first Pie rehearsal looking nervous and 
rather embarrassed to be caught work
ing with a new group before the split in 
Colosseum had even been announced. 
But when Dave set plectrum to guitar 
string, the energy poured out in an in
ventive rush. “Il was like a bird being 
set free." said one observer.

Later. Dave explained one of the rea
sons behind the Colosseum collapse: “I 
just hadn’t got enough confidence in the 
material and style of the band. When 
the ‘Valenlyne’ suite was our finale, we 
were confident, and later it was the 
same with ‘Lost Angels.' Since then we 
haven't really got a strong finale to the 
set."

As for Dave’s reaction to being back
ed by Jerry Shirley's drumming instead 
of Hiseman's—“John was a gas. but he 
had to be there all the lime. With Jerry. 
I feel a lot freer."



Plastic Ono Ambush Tour

’V

John and Yoko: Whipping rhythm through the streets.
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Ginger Baker—
Desert Rat

forming on il.
According io one of the papers over 

here, the Grateful Dead’s ace key
board-man PigPcn McKcrnan has been

Ginger Baker climbed into a Range 
Rover in London, look it for a feu boat 
rides, bounced it over desert sand dunes 
and through jungle roads, and ended up 
in Nigeria all for the sake of the ci
nema. “We were filming and recording 
the whole lime.” boasts Ginger, who 
swears it’ll make “a fascinating docu
mentary.” Even if it doesn’t, the film 
should be worth listening to. since Gin
ger is writing the soundtrack and per-

McCartney’s 
Greaser Bash

It was lime to pul the new McCartney 
band. Wings, out for the public to see 
(al least a selected slice of the public), 
and how did Paul do it? With a 195O's 
fox-trot and cha-cha parly, of course. 
England’s soupiest equivalent of Law
rence Welk supplied the music, and 
Paul strode about in greased, short hair 
and teddy-boy. checked suit (with Linda 
gripping his arm) while a carefully se
lected group of guests (such as Elton 
John and Jimmy Page) were treated to 
occasional tidbits of music from the new 
McCartney album.

Linda revealed why the rock is all on 
one side of the album and the slow, me
lodic music is on the other. “It’s so it 
can be played at parties. One side is for 
when you want to get up and dance, and 
the second side is for the girl, when you 
want to smooch around."

Ginger Baker: Bounced thousands of miles for a film.

pul out of musical commission by a per
forated ulcer.

America’s Velvet L'ndcrground. which 
probably has more of a following here in 
England than il docs in the Slates, says 
lhat their early ramblings with Andy 
Warhol have given them quite a few 
headaches. They showed up at an /Amer
ican gig not long ago. only to discover 
thai the posters labelled them as “Andy 
Warhol's Velvet Underground.” even 
though they haven't been with Warhol 
for over four years. “Il gels maddening 
after a while, you know.” said red
headed lady drummer Maureen Tuck
er. the only original member of the 
band left. “But then, if we hadn't met up 
with him. I’m sure we wouldn't have 
gotten so much publicity and so many 
opportunities.”

Tull
Pops A New LP

Jethro Tull have pul the finishing 
touches to a bizarre new LP lhat could 
come out at any moment. Ian Anderson 
says that the title will probably be Thick 
As A Brick, that each side is a com
plete. unified piece of music, and lhat 
the subject mailer is “very personal.” “I 
can't tell you what it's about." says Ian. 
“Il's going to be up to people to figure il 
out for themselves.”

If Lady Luck smiles and the tail 
winds arc potent, the world will soon be 
blessed with a John Lennon and the 
Plastic Ono Band tour. (Who knows, 
they may even hit the road before this 
Circus pops into your hands.) Since 
John and Yoko have dedicated their tal
ents to surprising humanity, you never 
know what's really going to happen: but 
here, al least, are their most recent 
plans.

The band will include John on guitar 
and vocals. Yoko on vocals. Nicky Hop
kins on piano. Klaus Voorman on bass, 
and Jim Keltner on drums. Phil Spector 
might lend a hand on guitar and vocals, 
and a new lead guitarist may also be 
dredged up for the occasion. (“I don't 
want to play lead.” says John. “I’m just 
an amateur.”)

The band will hit each town like a 
guerrilla carnival, with Jerry Rubin 
sneaking into the city several days be
fore each performance to organize local 
bands and street theatre freaks -like (in 
New York) David Peel and the Lower 
East Side.
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west coast

The
Cocker
Problem

I. Geils Blitzes
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Isaac Hayes
And The

The J. Geils Band: 
Grinding its sound into the sinews.

Joe Cocker: Riding around in 
a truck with a mattress in the back.

| > umors are constantly cropping 
_LVup about why Joe Cocker has kept 
out of sight for so long, but under the 
murky surface of grapevine stories, 
there is definitely a struggle going on. A 
friend of Joe's. John Fenton, recently 
showed up in the States to “clear up 
some business” on Cocker's behalf. Ac
cording io the grapevine, the “business” 
involved a feud between Joe and his 
manager. Dee Anthony (who also man
ages Emerson. Lake and Palmer, 
Humble Pie. and King Crimson). Dee re
ports that Fenton offered him a quarter 
of a million dollars if he would tear up 
the contract that keeps Cocker attached 
to him. Anthony agreed to accept the 
money, but the next day Fenton called

the deal off—he couldn't scrape up the 
bread.

About the same time, the rumor 
cropped up that Cocker will not tour 
again until he can be sure none of the 
profits from his work go into Dee An
thony's pocket. When Dee heard the ru
mor. he rushed to a phone and denied it. 
“Cocker's contract with me doesn't ex
pire until 1974.” he objected, “and if 
Joe wails that long to come out of re
tirement. he'll find the public has for
gotten him. Frankly. I've been doing ev
erything I can to get him to perform 
again. I even tried to meet with him in 
England, but he never showed up. The 
guy is driving around the countryside in 
a truck with a mattress in the back and 
wasting his talent.”

Dee had nothing but contempt for the 
Cocker material that has been released 
since Joe dropped out of public sight. 
“ ‘It's High Time We Went' is a piece 
of crap.” said Dee. “So is the album 
they've been scraping together. Cocker 
is a great artist, and that stuff is just not 
up to what he's capable of doing.”

I The Stage
J. Geils, Ten Years After and Yes hit 

i£ California's Forum with a controversial 
g blend of hard rock and multi-colored 

jazz tonalities. J. Geils stomped and 
W strutted its stomach-grinding sound into 
H the sinews of an excited audience, and 

got them to their toes and shaking. Pe- 
ter Wolf, lead singer, accompanied his 

s James-Brownish vocals with a set of 
5- Mick Jagger movements—electrifying.

Yes was soft and intellectual, but every 
bit as fine as the Geils' Band had been. 
“Jaunty” was the word one listener used 
to describe the way they came across.

££ But Ten Years After was what the 
standing-room-only audience had really 

K* come to see. Critics complained that the 
band was a let-down. They played mosl- 
ly old numbers, and seldom dipped into 

■0> the sounds from their newest album. A 
& Space In Time. Alvin Lee's solos were 

long, and the lunes seemed stretched out 
» (said the critics) beyond the point of 

bearabilily. But the problems that both- 
ered the press didn't disturb the rest of 
the audience a bit. They scooped up the 
music, look it to heart, and in turn gave 
Ten Years After a thundering ovation.

Bootleg Battle
Ever since the Federal government 

passed an anti-piracy bill last fall, 
there's been a hot and heavy war fought 
between bootleggers and recording com
panies. Stax Records, for example, has 
hired a team of ex-FBI men to uncover 
the pirates who’ve been plundering Isaac 
Hayes' material. Stax complains that it 
lost 20% of its potential sales on the 
Shaft soundtrack because of bootleg
gers. Isaac himself went to Washington 
to discuss the bootleg problem with gov
ernment officials, and told of a DJ 
who'd been offered $300,000 for his ad
vance copy of Hayes’ new album. Black 
Moses. Hayes also mentioned a bootleg 
plant down in Muscle Shoals. Alabama, 
that has 115 employees and is outfitted 
to handle every aspect of the record 
business, from record manufacture to 
the production of jackets and sleeves.

But the retailers and wholesalers who 
sell bootleg records are fighting back. 
They've taken several large record com
panies to court, claiming that the com
panies have attempted to stop them 
from selling records they have a legal



New Donovan-
Old Trouble

After a bit of pressure from local 
churchmen, theologians, and “cultural 
groups,” the South African Broad-
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Donovan: Fresh as sunshine, 
but tied up in court.

emeus «

Isaac Hayes:
r Bootleggers offered $300,000.

right to sell. So far. the pro-pirate mer
chants have been winning the battle. A 
judge in Utah ordered that RCA. CBS. 
ABC. and Ampex stop attacking retail
ers. wholesalers, “or any other persons 
relating to the manufacturing, produc
ing. distributing or selling of magnetic 
musical tapes or otherwise.”

The revival of Donovan’s career has 
been strangling in legal hassles. Dono
van look on a new manager (Sid Mau
rer). dropped his old recording company 
(Epic), and signed a new contract with 
Warner Brothers. Epic insists that 
Donovan's move to a new label was a 
breach of contract and has taken court 
action to keep Warner Brothers from is
suing any Donovan albums. That's why 
it's taken so long for the new Donovan 
LP's to emerge.

Meanwhile, in his live performances 
Donovan has been showing off the new 
music that's been kept out of the record 
stores. From H.M.S. Donovan —an al
bum the English were treated to last 
summer, but which Americans haven't 
heard because of the court fights 

-comes this delightfully obscene little 
ditty:

How much of a pec do you wee
When you're little and you're only 
three
Do you wiggle and watch 
Does it pigglc and splotch 
Do you do like a dog on a tree 
When you're little and you're only 
three.

Imagine those words bursting like sun
shine from the mouth of a wispy little, 
snub-nosed singer in the center of an 
enormous stadium. Imagine an entire 
orchestra's worth of music coming from 
his fingers, guitar strings and supple 
throat (with the aid of an occasional 
flutist and violinist). Then imagine a 
tune that hops over fantasy hills with as 
much magic as a hundred of Alice's 
while rabbits. Thai's a Donovan con
cert. And that's what you're missing be
cause Donovan's three albums haven't 
come out till now.

In case you're puzzled by the mention 
of three albums, here's what they are: 
H.M.S. Donovan—an acoustic LP with 
(among other things) lyrics from the 
book Alice In Wonderland set to music; 
a newer LP that includes a couple of old 
blues tunes like “Truckin'" and “Stea
lin:'' and the soundtrack from Dono
van's film. The Pied Piper.

Despite the fact that he's tied down 
with legal hassles. Donovan has begun 
to create a second film. This one will be 
animated, then set to a Donovan 
soundtrack. Unfortunately, it won't gel 
into theaters for at least a year.

Rundgren Pinch 
Hits For George

George Harrison was half way 
through producing the new Badfinger 
LP when the Bangla Desh crisis hit and 

gk swallowed up all of his lime. Even after 
the Madison Square Garden concert 
was over, he was so wrapped up editing 

gP tape and film from the event that he had 
to drop the Badfinger project. Who 
pitched in for him and produced the rest 
of the LP?Todd Rundgren.
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casting Corporation decided to lake 
Jesus Christ Superstar off South Afri- 
can radio —for good.



national scenes
Music—TRAFFIC

Illinois—

I

MARYLAND
JANUARY 30
Civic Center—SMOKEY ROBINSON
SHOW (Baltimore)

NEW JERSEY
FEBRUARY 1-13
Latin Casino—LITTLE RICHARD
(Cherry Hills)

WASHINGTON D.C.
FEBRUARY 14, 15
Cellar Door—KATHY SMITH, GARY
PUCKETT

ELECTRICAL BAND (Guelph)
JANUARY 31
Colonial Inn—ELVIN JONES (To
ronto)
Colonial Inn—ELVIN JONES (To
ronto)

CALIFORNIA
All Month: THE ATTIC—Live rock 
and folk music weekends (San Fran
cisco)
All Month: THE AVALON BALL
ROOM—Folk-rock and light shows 
(San Francisco)
JANUARY 15
Community Concourse—THE ASSO
CIATION (San Diego)
JANUARY 19-23
Whisky A Go Go—VELVET UNDER
GROUND (Los Angeles)
JANUARY 22-27
Concert—B.B. KING (San Diego)
FEBRUARY 1-6
Troubadour—MELANIE (Los Angel
es)
FEBRUARY 2-6
Whiskey A Go Go—URIAH HEEP (Los 
Angeles)

cago)
JANUARY 29
Concert—BONNIE AND DELANEY
(Chicago)
JANUARY 29
Auditorium Theater—BILLY PRES
TON (Chicago)
FEBRUARY 2-6
Quiet Knight—TOM RUSH (Chicago) 
FEBRUARY 2-8
Oriental Theater—B.B. KING (Chi
cago)
FEBRUARY 12
Arie Crown Theater—THE ASSOCI
ATION (Chicago)

MASSACHUSETTS
All Month: ARLECCHINO CAFE EX- 
PRESSO—A dark, original kind of 
coffee house (Cambridge)
JANUARY 15. 16
Concert—THE HAPPENINGS (Bos
ton)
JANUARY 23
Concert—HOOTEROL. JERRY GAR
CIA AND HOWARD WALES (Boston) 
JANUARY 31
Concert—THE HAPPENINGS (Bos
ton)
FEBRUARY 1-6
Concert—THE HAPPENINGS (Bos
ton)

CANADA
JANUARY 15
University of Guelph—FIVE MAN

"Concert” indicates location not 
available at press time. Check your 
local newspaper for exact location.

Attention: Promoters, bookers, cof
feehouse and nightclub owners. If 
you can supply us with information 
about your concerts and performers 
at least six to eight weeks in ad
vance, you can be part of National 
Scenes. The address is:
ART FORD
CIRCUS MAGAZINE
866 U.N. PLAZA
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017

OHIO
JANUARY 15
Theatrical Grille—THE NEW ERA
(Cleveland)
JANUARY 22, 23
Music Hall—ROBERTA FLACK (Cin
cinnati)

PENNSYLVANIA
All Month: THE MAIN POINT—Folk 
music (Philadelphia)
JANUARY 21, 22
Concert—HOOTEROL. JERRY GAR
CIA AND HOWARD WALES (Phila
delphia)

so C1KOJS

ILLINOIS
All Month: EARIE OF OLD TOWN
—Folk music (Chicago)
JANUARY 15, 16
London House—CHARLIE BYRD
(Chicago)
JANUARY 19
McCormick Place—TRAFFIC (Chi
cago)
JANUARY 21
McCormick Place—GRASS ROOTS
(Chicago)
ConradRHiHon-THE NEW ERA (Chi-

Other Scenes
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY — 
Youngstown. Ohio—February 12 
ALLMAN BROTHERS —Atlanta. 
Georgia—January 25
ALLMAN BROTHERS—Auborn. Ala
bama—February 12
THE ASSOCIATION —Peoria. Il
linois—February 4
BROOKLYN B R I D G E — T i p t o n . 
Georgia—January 26
BROTHER LOVE—Clearwater, Flor
ida—January 15—February 15 
BROTHERS AND SISTERS—Atlanta. 
Georgia—January 25
BROTHERS AND SISTERS—Boca Ra
ton. Florida—January 27 
CARPENTERS—Utah State Univer
sity. Utah—January 15 
CARPENTERS—Tucson. Arizona 
—January 20
CARPENTERS—Anaheim. Califor
nia—January 22
JOHNNY CASH—Bloomington, In
diana—January 28
CHICAGO — Berkeley, California 
—February 9. 10
CIRKUS — Macomb, Illinois 
—February 14, 15
WAYNE COCHRANE AND C.C. RI
DERS—Las Vegas. Nevada—January 
15—February 2
WAYNE COCHRANE AND C.C. RI
DERS— Boulder. Colorado — 
February 4-6
ALEX TAYLOR—Atlanta. Georgia 
—January 25
ALEX TAYLOR—Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina—January 28
ALEX TAYLOR—Auburn. Alabama 
—February 12
THE NEW ERA—Joliet.
January 26-30
THE NEW ERA—New Orleans, Loui
siana—February 1-15
THE PRIDE —Louisville. Ken
tucky—January 15-22 
TRANSATLANTIC OCEAN—Kokono. 
Indiana—January 24-31 
TRANSATLANTIC OCEAN —Niles. 
Michigan—February 7-15
JUNIOR WALKER AND THE ALL 
STARS — Miami Beach, Flor
ida—January 25-31

NEW YORK
All Month: THE ELEPHANT—Top 
rock and folk groups.
JANUARY 15
Academy of
(N.Y.C.)
JANUARY 15. 16
Bitter End—JUDEE SILL (N.Y.C.)
JANUARY 16
Kleinhans Music Hall—SEALS AND
CROFTS (Buffalo)
JANUARY 20-30
Bitter End—GENYA RAVAN (N.Y.C.)
JANUARY 24
St. Bona University—FREEPORT (St.
Bonaventure)
JANUARY 27
Carnegie Hall—HOOTEROLL. JERRY
GARCIA AND HOWARD WALES 
(N.Y.C.)
JANUARY 28
Philharmonic Hall—GORDON
LIGHTFOOT (N.Y.C.)
FEBRUARY 13
Philharmonic Hall—KRIS KRISTOF- 
FERSON (N.Y.C.)
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HOT WAX ON CAMPUS
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KMET-FM (Los Angeles)
1. Jesse Hill
2. Quiet Fire—Roberta Flack
3. Family Album—Stoneground
4. Grootna
5. Gonna Take A Miracle—Laura 
Nyro

WDAI-FM (Chicago)
1. Brand New Key—Melanie
2. Sunshine—Jonathan Edwards
3. Anticipation—Carly Simon
4. E Pluribus Funk—Grand Funk
5. Killer—Alice Cooper

WMUC-University of Maryland
1. Electric Warrior—T. Rex
2. E Plunbus Funk—Grand Funk
3. Jesse Frederick—Bearsville
4. Best of Kool & The Gang
5. Tim Weisberg

WRIF-FM (Detroit)
1. Detroit—Detroit and Mitch Ryder
2. Rory Gallagher
3. Madman Across the Water—Elton 
John
4. Killer—Alice Cooper
5. Isle of Wight—Jimi Hendrix

WMAL-FM (Washington. D.C.)
1. Dylan's Greatest Hits
2. Farther Along—The Byrds
3. Lay It All Out—Barry Mann
4. Good & Dusty—Youngbloods
5. Music—Carole King

WAMU-American University
1. Quiver
2. Arthur Gee
3. Reins/Reigns of Chance
4. Siegal-Schwall Band
5. North Star Grassman—Sandy 
Denny

Is there an FM ROCK STATION In 
your area that you feel deserves a list
ing in CIRCUS’ Write Art Ford, Hot 
Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 866 UN Plaza, 
New York, N. Y. 10017 ... and we’ll 
check it out right away!

WHCN-FM (Hartford)
1. Farther Along—The Byrds
2. Living—Judy Collins
3. Sanctuary—Dion
4. Dylan's Greatest Hits
5. Year of Sunday—Seals & Croft

WVBC-Boston College
1. Led Zeppelin
2. Madman Across The Water—Elton 
John
3. Anticipation—Carly Simon
4. Richard Nixon. Superstar—David 
Frye
5. Brand New Key—Melanie

CKGM-FM (Montreal)
1. Brand New Key—Melanie
2. Sunshine—Jonathan Edwards
3. Asylum Choir 2—(with Marc Ben
no and Leon Russell)
4. Santana
5. Take Heart—Mimi Farina and 
Tom Jans

WPLJ-FM (New York)
1. Music—Carole King
2. Madman Across the Water—Elton 
John
3. Lost In the Ozone—Commander
Cody
4. Sanctuary—Dion
5. Naturally—J. J. Cale

WMMS-FM (Cleveland)
1. Dylan's Greatest Hits
2. Chilly Wind—Maxine Weldon
3. Farther Along—The Byrds
4. Music—Carole King
5. Gonna Take A Miracle—Laura 
Nyro

KSFX-FM (San Francisco)
1. Jonathan Edwards
2. Lay It All Out—Barry Mann
3. Liv—Livingston Taylor
4. Asylum Choir2—(with Marc Benno 
and Leon Russell)
5. E Plunbus Funk—Grand Funk

hoi wa x protlicl ions
Since music tastes and preferences 

vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers 
to predict what five records will be 
most likely to top the lists when we 
appear on the newsstand. Here are our 
predictions.



Carly Simon: 
The

Scenic Route 
To The Top

What sort of person 
does it take 

to pull help from 
Dylan, The Band, 

and the 
man who produces 

Cat Stevens?

/’arly Simon was wet and drooping 
from the moisture of the worst 

rainstorm in New York, just before the 
Lady Doria hit us. and she was refusing 
photographs.

“I don’t really look like a crocodile.” 
she grinned from beneath a tangle of 
curly brown hair which made her look 
more like a spaniel.

She was in the Slates to catch the 
rainstorm as well as a few taping ses
sions. and to choose the picture for her 
new album. Anticipation (on Eleklra).

“I’m going to be looking for a house 
in London when I gel back." she said. 
“I hope to be spending at least about 
four months of every year recording 
there, so I may as well have a place to 
live. I had this marvellous three-story

house there. It was really beautiful, 
right off Regent’s Park with a garden 
at the back Now I’m looking around 
the Hampstead area.”

She was curled up in a comfortable 
leather chair, with a seal that dipped 
down into a bucket of leather
protection from the raining world out
side. The Eleklra Records conference 
room, with its thick heavy wood panel
ing. was another layer of protection, 
insulated from the dripping skies by 
windowless walls and very soft lighting 
broken only al the conference table, 
where a spotlight hit full on the surface. 
Long legs in deep green pants thrown 
over one side of the chair. Carly was 
giving an introduction to the place:

“You don’t know what else they have. 
There's a projector hidden behind us. 
and the wall paneling over there just 
opens up and there's a movie screen. I 
always feel as if I’m showing someone 
around my home when I'm here.”

Hooking a Yardbird: She went on to 
explain how she had convinced Cat Ste
vens’ producer, ex-Yardbird Paul Sam-

I

I
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well-Smith, to work on her new album:
“I heard a (Cat Stevens*) album and 

loved it and wanted the same produc
er— look his name off the album cover 
and had us send him a copy of my al
bum. Well. Paul wasn’t very impressed, 
but I really wanted to have him hear me- 
sing live—so 1 talked Eleklra into flying 
him over to New York in time for the 
second show of the Carnegie Hall con
cert and after the performance, he 
came backstage and said he'd do it. I 
had expected a middle-aged man. very 
respectable looking and really aristo
cratic with the Samwell-Smith and all 
that so I was surprised. .
“I had my choice of doing it in Lon

don or L.A but I jumped at the chance 
to record in London. We did it up al 
Morgan Studios, it s a vei, ’ ’ studio, 
kind of cozy when I first got to Lon
don I was sick, and I brought in a pack
et of oatmeal and gave it to the lady at 
the coffee-bar. and do you know, she 
made me porridge for breakfast for the 
whole week —really hot steaming por
ridge. And you know what she charged 
for it? -Tenpence —but I always gave 
her a big lip.

“Then. I just love every corner of the 
place, from the tape-recorders to the 
mixing rooms and every knob lhere. ev
ery sound engineer. . . it's a really old 
studio and some of the equipment isn't 
that modern, so they can’t do the really 
hard-rock electronic sound, but it’s 
wonderful for acoustics, which is what 
I'm really doing
“I did a few tapes al Island Studios, 

(part of the record label that houses 
Procol Harum. Jethro Tull. Traffic) it's 
much belter equipped but it's really bel
ter for hard rock. Cal records al Mor
gan. and Donovan always recorded 
there."

This album is me: When I asked her 
how she felt the new album turned out. 
she purred like a cal licking lhe last elu
sive traces of cream around her whis
kers.
“If this album had been anybody 

else’s I think I would have been very 
jealous. Il sounds more like a solo al
bum. if you see whal I mean. I mean lhe 
Iasi one. sounded jusl a bii as if I were 
pari of a band. You know, it could have . 
been Carly Simon and lhe Hot Del- 
phones.
“Il's hard to describe it really, it 

sounds less produced and more pro
duced al lhe same lime, lhan the first. 
My voice is all lhere. inslead of being 
kind of streamed off. and we added lhe 
bare minimum of production or extras."

Once again. Carly's own songs come 
off tinged wilh sadness, like “Three 
Days." a wistful piece about the trials of 
the band, conslani movement, and brief 
relationships.

The cx-Simon Sister. paused for a 
minute, and let her thoughts wander 
throuah her feelings on lhe new LP.
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They told her. "just do one tour; you can always go back to school later."

o 
3
5
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minds of those who look lessons from 
him. like Carly Simon. “There was al
ways a lol of us. there were four chil
dren and always about six or seven East 
European refugees, usually Hungarian 
violinists or piano players.”

When her family moved to a plush 
suburban neighborhood. Carly switched 
to a private girls' school, graduated, 
then dropped in and out of Sarah Law
rence College.
“Yes. I was a Sarah Lawrence drop-

“You know everything seems to be dif
ferent about this album the producer, 
the studio, the sound. Electric Lady has 
marvellous equipment but it was so 
cold—much belter again for a hard- 
rock group, it's got all that power. Any
way. this album is really much better.”

Things arc gelling belter for Carly all 
around. The album. Carly Simon came 
out. had a nice sale, hit a plateau and 
then really boomed while the single look 
off and finally hit the charts high and

She grew up with Hungarian violinists 
and piano players as constant guests.

took its own sweet lime slowly I ailing 
down. It proved that Carly Simon was 
no one-album nine-day wonder; that she 
could stand fast despile today’s plethora 
of albums and groups and artists spurt
ing from the arteries of other groups, in 
a wave of “new talent” which frequently 
reaches a crescendo, then falls back and 
is sucked into the basin of Yesterday's 
Stars.

Learning from Seeger: Her singing 
career began inauspiciously after a 
promising start.

Carly, a Cancer, is from New York 
City.

Down in Greenwich Village, where 
her parents owned a home, she went to 
the Lillie Red Schoo I house, a 
high-priced private school which now 
takes in Bob Dylan's children, and 
where may le the influence of Pete See
ger slill lingers -like it does in the

She slill hates flying, although now 
she can no longer escape it.

“So I simply gel on the plane, and I 
wail for the first meal, and then I take a 
sleeping pill. I tell the air-hostesses how 
scared I am of flying, so I ask them to 
smile al me whenever they come past. If 
they look just the lilllest bit worried. I 
think for sure that's it. we're going to 
crash.”

“Or I gel drunk —that's another dis
traction. but only when I'm sure I'm go

ing to be flying with people I like and 
want to talk to and who I can trust io 
gel me off the plane at the other end. 
and then I just gel bombed. I have two 
double-manhattans while waiting io 
board the plane and one more as soon as 
I'm in my seal, and I’m off for lhe 
whole flight, although Steve (Harris) is 
wonderful; he hales to fly too. and he 
drops four tranquilizers before every 
flight.”

Abruptly we got back to lhe point of 
departure and went on with the Simon 
sisters. "It was fun really. At the begin
ning there was only one accoustic guitar 
between us. so Lucie and I took turns 
playing. But we broke up because Lucie 
got married. What did 1 do? Well I 
was going to go back to school, but of 
course 1 never did. instead I ran off and 
lived with someone for three months on 
lhe French Riviera.”
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out.” she sighed, “in my sophomore 
year. I didn't really want to drop out at 
all. I was really digging school. 1 had a 
boyfriend at Harvard, so I was up there 
most weekends. I only had classes three 
mornings a week. And I really loved 
dormitory life.”

The Simon Sisters: “But I was part of 
the Simon Sisters with my sister. Lucie. 
The other sister is Joanne, she's an op
era singer.” Pause, then she goes on; 
“Well. Lucie and I had this album and 
she really wanted to lour, and they said, 
you know, just do this lour, you can al
ways go back to school later.” she 
shook her head, “but I knew that wasn't 
what I was going to do. But anyway. I 
dropped out and we did lour, mainly 
colleges around the eastern seaboard, 
but it was restricted because I wouldn't 
fly. so everything had to be within a 
nine-hour train ride from New York.”
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by Anne Tann

guess. I mean. I used lo be really for it. 
but I've changed recently. I mean. I 
fluctuate . . . you can't be romantic and 
spend your childhood playing with bride 
dolls and not end up wanting the long 
white dress with the veil and all that. 
But still. I've just seen loo many mar
riages that haven't worked and are 
breaking up. You know the song, 
'That's the Way' is very true — I've seen 
loo many married men. had loo many 
of them silling across the table from me. 
and telling me how their wives don't un
derstand them."

Meanwhile, there is the small matter 
of a lawsuit which is depriving her of all 
royalties from both ASCAP and 
Eleklra.

“I was singing with this group, and 
their management company made me 
sign this paper which I assumed and 
they assured me gave them rights lo 
only those songs I wrote for the group 
or collaborated on with someone in the 
group. But 1 thought there was some
thing fishy about them, and one of lhem 
was someone I had gone ip school 
with -so that's how nasty the music 
business is.

“Anyway. I was right. The company 
went and misrepresented a fee from a 
concert—claiming it was S7.5OO instead 
of SI5.000. and the group found out and 
split and they're now being sued for 
breach of contract, so they're counter
suing fraud. 1 suddenly found that that 
piece of paper that I signed somehow 
meant I had given the management

company my song rights for anything. 
So until the case gets settled I'm not 
getting a penny on any of my song
writing fees."

What next: Future plans include 
recording and louring for al least two 
years, and then maybe a concentration 
on recording—she wasn't sure.

“You know, my sister Lucie came out 
with an album of children's songs about 
a year after we broke up. and they were 
very successful in their field. But then 
she had a baby, and that tied her up — 
and believe me it lied her up. You will 
never know how much a baby lies your 
lime until you have one. it's such a full- 
time occupation. I just love babies

- there was a lime in my life when I 
would look al a baby in a carriage and 
say lo myself: ‘Now that's my next proj
ect.' But I've told myself that right now 
there is no way 1 could have a child and 
keep up the schedule I'm doing 
now -with louring and so on. I'm flying 
to London and back, and 1 do love go
ing on stage. ... I want to keep working 
al this pace for another two years at 
least, and then concentrate more on 
recording maybe."

On a scale of one-to-ten. Al Gross
man once rated Carly Simon eight be
cause she hadn't suffered. Still, there are 
different ways of suffering. During the 
discussion of photographs for the cover 
of Anticipation she seemed particularly 
to want one of her smiling a really big. 
happy smile- perhaps some kind of 

.cheerful prognostication.

Three months later, she was to return 
to New York, faced with the ralher 
grim expectation of seeking employ
ment.

“I never had a job that paid me more 
than S40 a week. There was one for 
Newsweek where I would write the 
same letter over and over again to some
one who hadn't renewed his subscrip
tion. it didn't last long."

The new Dylan: “Then Al Grossman 
approached me about wanling me to be 
the new female Dylan. Now 1 didn't 
have loo much security, and I didn't 
know whether I was good or not. and so 
when Al Grossman came along. I guess 
I just went wiih what he said. Anyway. I 
had one meeting with Dylan, who was 
going lo rewrite ‘Baby Let Me Follow 
You Down.' But Dylan had no idea 
what I sounded like singing and what 1 
was like, so he just asked me some ques
tions and went off."

“We recorded that session in the stu
dio with The Band. Robbie Robertson 
arranged it and played guitar. We had 
Mike Bloomfield playing and Al Koo- 
per and Dave Griffen, so it's really got 
some interesting people. Anyway. I 
went off to Martha's Vineyard and they 
needed someone lo sing harmony. 1 
wouldn't come back to do it. so they got 
Richie Havens. . . .

“Well bad as that recording was. Al 
managed to sell it lo Columbia, and he 
got Bob Johnson to produce it. and 
Johnson said he wanted lo write the B 
side. All through that summer there 
were delays and I would hear from Bob 
Johnson out in Nashville telling me he'd 
only be there for two weeks, and then 
we would get down to doing that album. 
Finally in November we started, but 
then, somehow or other, the tracks got 
laid down al the wrong pilch for me. 
and we just never heard.from each other 
again. They went off with the tapes, say
ing they were going lo work on lhem. 
and after that every lime I called lhem. 
they were always in meetings or some
thing. and I’ve never heard from either 
one again."

Shocked by Robertson: “Well. I guess 
that completely shattered me. I just fell 
sure that 1 was no good at all. so I kind 
of dropped out of the scene and played 
housewife, living with my sister Joanne 
in New York. Robbie Robertson was 
the first contact Joanne ever had with 
rock and roll. She came home one after
noon and he was there, and I guess he 
was wearing a see-through shirt or 
something, you know, his Ben Franklin 
glasses. Well Joanne look one look and 
then went straight into the bedroom. 
She stayed there a half-hour without 
saying a word, trying lo gel used to this 
strange creature from the world of mu
sic."

Carly hasn't been married -we go on 
this tangent from her housewifely role.

“You know. I'm against marriage I 
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JEREMY SPENCER

%MHi**a*

Only volume I was sold in the U.S. 
No fan or collector should pass 
these great albums up. ($7.98 ea.)

FLEETWOOD MAC
Future Games (REPRISE)
Mac's newest album.
Not released here yet— 
we predict it to be a 
best seller in 4 to 6 weeks. 
($7.98 ea.)

BOB DYLAN
Bob Dylan's Greatest Hits
Volume II and III (CBS)

THE BEATLES
Beatles For Sale (EM!)
The Beatles big fourth album— 
a collector's favorite.
(S7.98 ea.)

THE BEATLES
The Beatles Beat (ODEON)
From Germany, a collector's 
“must" Beatles greatest early hits 
(S7.98)

YARDBIRDS (EMI) 
Remember... The Yardbirds

A great album —never to be 
released in the U.S.—features: 
Eric Clapton and Jeff Beck. 
($7.98 ea.)

JEREMY SPENCER
Jeremy Spencer (REPRISE)
His first solo from T-Rex... 
and it's a runaway smash. 
($7.98 ea.)

4.

FLEETWOOD MAC 
Pious Bird of Good Omen 
(BLUE HORIZON)
Contains early greatest hits... 
plus many cuts never heard 
before. No U.S. release.
($7.98 ea.)

PINK FLOYD 
The Best Of The 
Pink Floyd (EMI) 
An album of the 
most wanted hits- 
never released in the U.S. 
($7.98 ea.) —

■

HUMBLE PIE 
Town & Country 
(IMMEDIATE)

Humble Pie's next to newest 
record—never released here. 
($7.98 ea.)

•flVfl ILHBLE NOW 
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Rush to me at once, the albums I have checked below:

ENCLOSEDTOTAL $ 

Address 

Zip State City 
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ORT SOCIETY ALBUMS
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please print

Name
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 Humble Pie
 Fleetwood Mac
 Pink Floyd
 The Beatles
 Jimi Hendrix

 Fleetwood Mac
 Yardbirds
 Steve Miller

 The Beatles
 Bob Dylan
 Bob Dylan
 The Beatles
 Jeremy Spencer
 Bernie Taupin
 Atomic Rooster

BRITISH IMPORT SOCIETY
117 West 46th Street • New York, N.Y.

FUTURE GAMES 
REMEMBER THE YARDBIRDS 
THE BEST OF THE STEVE

MILLER BAND 
BEATLES OLDIES 
GREATEST HITS II 
GREATEST HITS III 
BEATLES FOR SALE 
JEREMY SPENCER 
TAUPIN 
IN HEARING OF

ATOMIC ROOSTER 
TOWN & COUNTRY 
PIOUS BIRD OF GOOD OMEN 
BEST OF PINK FLOYD 
BEATLES BEAT 
ELECTRIC LADYLAND

S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98

$15.00

S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98
S7.98

$7.98
S7.98

No U.S. release. A great seller
soon to be touring here.
($7.98 ea.)
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VERY LIMITED SUPPLY

- AS YE COME FIRST, SO YE SHALL BE SERVED
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ATOMIC ROOSTER 
in Hearing of Atomic Rooster 
(PEGASUS)
Third album though never 
released here - is a hard album 
to keep in stock 
($7,98 aa.)

BERNIE TAUPIN
Taupin (DJM)
Bernie Taupin and Elton John's 
renowned partnership brought 
forth this first solo album of 
music and poetry.
($7.98 ea.)

Ili
b.

■
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STEVE MILLER
The Best Of The
Steve Miller Band (EM!)

JIMI HENDRIX 
Electric Ladyland 
(POL YDOR)
Only England would release 
Jimi's album in this exclusive 
jacket... not that this appeal 
is necessary to sell the late 
and great Jimi Hendrix.
(DOUBLE ALBUM/S15.001

~~£ J ” 
THE BEATLES
Beatles Oldies (EMI)
No U.S. release. A collection 
of big hits from the revolver era. 
(DOUBLE ALBUM/S1S.00 ea.)

 ----



Hobbies? Picking fights In bars and keeping track of television trivia.
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Alice Cooper’s new production, 
jTA. Killer, had its “premiere per

formance” here in New York recent
ly and, just as expected, it went well 
beyond spectacular. Alice has always 
been more famous for his gaudy 
theatricality than, quite unjustly, for 
his music; but face it, any rock and 
roll act that offers a full scale hang
ing, complete with dense clouds of 
manufactured demon-fumes, more 
dealth-cult vibes than the Manson 
Family, and a super-heavy simulation 
of an artillery bombardment is not 
susceptible to mere musical analysis. 
Although Alice’s execution by noose 
was the high point of the performance, 
it had close competition in other 
areas. The entire Cooper set was a 
masterpiece both musically and the
atrically, and it really seems that A.C. 
has achieved what they’ve been aim
ing at for four years now, to unite 
the intensity of rock with heroic 
tableaux, with pageant and with all 
the visual splendor and tawdriness 
that their music can carry.

The gallows pole: The Academy of 
Music, years and year ago when 
Fourteenth Street was New York’s 
main drag instead of one of its main 
eyesores, used to be the High So
ciety opera house, much more fash
ionable than the newly constructed 
Met, which was built farther uptown 
by new-money types unable to find 
acceptance in turn-of-the-century blue
blood society. Since then the Academy 
has gone through many incarnations— 
vaudeville, movies, occasional concerts 
and several generations of grime and 
shabbiness—but it never saw anything, 
I’m sure, on the scale of Alice’s hang
ing. The audience had been tantalized 
for weeks by advertisements, promo
tions and posters all bearing the image 
of Alice Cooper as the hanged man; 
and although the bill that night in
cluded the gris-gris man himself, Dr. 
John it was A,ice lhat drew them’ 
and ’it was Alice who commanded their loyalties. His new album (Killer. 
1 y ) is just out and already close 

an\d- and from the way the 
b cheered many of the new 
-s it was clear that most of them
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came down on us like that I really en
joyed it. There’s quite a rebellion in it. 
That’s the main basis for our whole 
group anyway,” he said between slurps 
at his breakfast can of Bud, “that’s 
the main idea: rebellion. We get let
ters all the time saying, ‘My parents 
won’t let me listen to your albums,’ 
and, ‘My parents won’t let me see 
you.’ They’re so funny . . . some of 
them are really deranged, those kids 
are, but they really look to us as their 
anti-heroes because their parents hate 
us so much. We’re their defense. 
That’s what we want . . . most of our 
audience are fourteen and fifteen year 
old kids and they want to be derang
ed.” Alice is twenty-three now and en
joys some perspective on derangement. 
He’s done a lot since those days in 
Cortez High, in addition to playing 
music. Alice and the other band 
members all managed to go through 
college and pick up bachelor degrees. 
Alice has also been a cross-country 
runner and a professional boxer. “I 
weighed more than I do right now 
and I was a lightweight boxer . . . 
cross-country running is a form of 
concentration. A complete . . .” he 
paused and took a hit off a joint pass
ing through, “whew . . . it’s like a 
meditation type of thing, it really is. 
Total endurance. Like, we used to 
run approximately ten miles a night 
to practice . . . you get down to a 
point where, well, that’s where we 
wrote a lot of our songs.”

The birth of Alice: At first the 
group was known as the Spiders, then

later as the Nazz (not (he Nazz from 
Philadelphia) and, four years ago, 
they became Alice Cooper. “That’s 
when we made the theatrical change 
to what we’re doing now. Our 'first 
gig as Alice Cooper was in Santa Bar
bara, we were with the Nitty Gritty 
Dirt Band and Blue Cheer and we 
came on and were louder than Blue 
Cheer. We came on and deafened 
everybody and then Blue Cheer came 
on and they sounded this much lower 
than us, you know.” Since then Alice 
has been immensely successful but the 
criticism they encountered, the suspi
cion that their act was too showy and 
not good musically, has left them 
somewhat defensive about what they 
do. “For some reason," said Alice, 
“people can’t conceive the idea of do
ing both music and theatre. I always 
told them ... I said, ‘Listen, if the 
Jefferson Airplane came out on stage 
completely chrome, naked or some
thing, with bows tied to their penises 
and played what they do, that would 
be theatrical and they’d still be play
ing music. I don’t know,” he said 
with some exasperation, “why they 
try to separate the fact that we can 
be both.”

Baby blood: I asked Alice whether 
they used improvisation games or 
some similar technique to set up their 
stage routine, “No, we just sit back 
and think about it. We take a song 
like ‘Dead Babies’ and what would you 
use on ‘Dead Babies’ to make it work?” 
Simple? “So we use a doll, you know, 
and we have blood capsules taped to 
its back and I cut it to pieces with 
an axe. But the thing is . . . it’s not 
just doing it, the idea is really making 
it look psychotic. It’s all done with 
the eyes you know, the way you pro
ject to an audience. The lighting’s im
portant and they know exactly when 
to hit my face so when I look at the 
axe and then look at the baby they 
can immediately see what I’m thinking, 
you know. Then when I chop it up 
the people get a great relief, you 
know, when I chop the baby up and 
throw the parts into the audience 
they love it. I get a great kick out 
of it too!”
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them my parents would come in and 
break it, wham!" Alice offstage is very 
different from Alice the performer. 
Without his makeup he looks almost 
sweet, he has a happy smile and a 
forthright and unaffected manner 
which is thoroughly disarming in 
someone who has made it so big, so 
young and on such a heavy trip. When 
we met he was wearing a yellow suit 
over a T-shirt with “ALICE” branded 
across the chest in sequins. Unlike 
many artists who loath trying 
plain their performances 
terms, Alice is candid about his trip.

Deranged kids: “When my folks 
came down on us like that I really

to ex
in verbal

\ were already familiar stuff. Killer 
was performed with utmost style and 

i precision, Alice’s choreography, split- 
! second light-cues and scene changes 
: just kept working things to a higher 
| plane from the time the band appear- 
' ed until they closed with “Under My 
j Wheels,” one of the best songs on 

I i their extraordinary new album. Alice 
‘ himself was all over, wearing his now- 
| familiar makeup, tight-fitting leather 

i top and black tights marked by large 
i holes on each thigh through which 
the fans were treated to Alice’s bare, 

| white flesh. Posing here, edging for- 
I ward to the churning mob down front
• to toss them souvenirs, posters, pieces 

Hof the doll he hacked to bits during 
!“Dead Babies,” sitting on the apron, 

Hmodestly, with his legs crossed look
ping like Helen Morgan on her piano, 
I crooning the first few bars of his big 
I single, “Eighteen,” snake-dancing with 
I his boa constrictor and, of course,
■ eventually making the big plunge on 
I the gallows. Alice refused to confine 
| the fun to the stage and provided, in
■ addition to the baubels he threw to
• the audience, launched several giant
■ balloons of at least five foot diameter 
I which went wiggling and giggling out 
‘ over the orchestra and were kept aloft
by the vain attempts of members of 
the audience to capture them.

Rebel rock: The band has been to- 
I gether, with no changes in personnel 

p for, dig it, seven years! They first got 
* together back when they were all stu- 

, dents at Cortez High School in Ari- 
] zona. “The first time we really got 
1i together was . . . ,” Alice told me 
j as we sat upstairs in his manager’s 
I office in Greenwich Village, “I think 
I we were going to a pizza place and 
I we heard ‘You Really Got Me’ by 
I the Kinks and it really, really got us 
I . . . not the song but the sound of it 
I and it just developed out of that. We 
I had the idea, everybody had the idea, 
I of going into rebellious rock music. 
I My parents hated the Rolling Stones 
I and they hated the Beatles and so we 
I really enjoyed that, immediately en- 
I joyed the fact that they hated them 
I and so we’d go in and put the Rolling 
I Stones first album on full-blast and

'Some of them are really deranged, thos< 
says Alice Cooper, “but the 

because their parents halt 
—■----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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“Dead Babies” is on the new al
bum but like much of Alice’s ma
terial, it’s been kicking around for 
awhile, “That song was written about 
six years ago, it was really written 
a long time ago, all of us in the 
troupe used to work putting songs 
together . . . everyone’s warped in 
different ways, you know.-That song 
is the natural Alice Cooper song, it’s 
one of those things you don’t plan, 
it's just there.” The same is true of 
their stage act, “It’s natural, it’s just 
natural, the boys in the group are all 
very theatrical and when they went 
onstage they just naturally went into 
it, you know. And after that we said, 
‘It works!’ you know. At first it didn’t 
work, but it worked, because people 
laughed.”

Menacing hands: Stirring up an au
dience is the key but it also can be 
dangerous. Alice was still complaining 
of back pains from a recent session 
with his fans. He digs it when they 
throw jewelry onstage. He pointed 
proudly to an armful of bracelets, 
each different and some uniquely dis
tinctive, and maintained that all his 
bracelets and rings, except for his 
Cortez High graduation ring which 
he still wears as do the others in the 
band, were thrown at him by fans. 
But sometimes it gets hairy, “Oh 
hell ... the other night I was almost 
killed onstage. We use these bubble 
machines, you know, we have thous
ands of bubbles onstage and when 
they break they leave a film ... it 
was pretty slippery onstage. I was 
doing a thing where I was throwing 
money out to the audience, you know, 
like I was feeding the piranha fish, 
and somebody grabbed my foot and 
pulled it out from under me and I 
went down and hit my back, right 
where the spine starts, on the corner 
of a metal light box. It still hurts like 
hell, a metal box, you know, and I 
was lying there like that ... I couldn’t 
move for about a minute because I 
throught I had broken my back, and 
they were pulling me into the audi
ence! Finally someone came onstage, 
grabbed me back and propped me up, 
and I was just lying there afraid to 
move because I thought I was paralyz
ed. It was in South Bend, Indiana. . . . 
Out there in the Mid-West, they’re 
the most ornery crowd. They don’t 
throw things at you so much but if 
they can get a hold of you, they’re
62 CIRCUS

Crowds can get murderous: "I was throwing money to 
grabbed my foot and pulled it ou* "om under me 
Into th® audience."



for spitting ice-cream in a cop’s face. 
That’s fantastic, man! Can you imag
ine a kid’s taken a bit of ice-cream 
and phaaa, right in some cop’s face, 
and his dad is running for president. 
Look at the change, but political mu
sic is boring.” He continued, “I think 
politics is boring as hell and I don’t 
want to hear about it . . . I’m one 
of those people who couldn’t care less 
about it, really. If the war in Vietnam 
goes on or not, it doesn’t mean any
thing to me. I’m not involved in it . . . 
I’m an artist, I’m not involved in 
what’s going on there. I don’t feel any 
remorse for anything that goes on in 
the world; the only people who get 
killed are people who put themselves 
in that position. There are very few 
accidents in the world. We re trying 
to get a gig in Red China, we d like 
to be the first rock group to,play Red 
China . . . but no politics. •
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a month to spend there.
Though he tries hard to alienate 

parents with his music, his own par
ents have now come to dig his thing. 
When I asked him what they did he 
joked, “My father’s a minister and my 
mom’s a nervous wreck . . . they 
really like us very much, I just brought 
them to New York City for the first 
time last week. They’d never been 
to New York City before, can you 
imagine that, forty-eight years old 
and they’d never been to New York.” 
Alice digs New York, “I love it, I 
really do. I’d rather be in New York 
City than just about anywhere, I 
don’t like country life at all.”

Spitting ice-cream: Since there 
aren’t any overtly political lyrics in 
his songs I asked Alice how he re
lated the idea of playing “rebellious 
rock” to his personal politics. “If you 
think about it this way,” he answered 
quickly, “rock music is basically po
litical . . . political just as it is. I mean, 
just what it stands for, because parents 
hate it . . . most parents hate it. They 
hate loud music and that immediately 
is political: Parents Don’t Like It! 
Our image makes it even more ex
tremely intense, it makes it so that 
parents can’t stand it, and there’s the 
politics right there! You don’t have 
to be lyrical about it, I never had to 
write any political lyrics at all be
cause we don't believe in that at all. 
You don’t have to write political 
words ... I just read where Ted 
Kennedy’s kid got thrown in jail again

: crazy! After the gig, if they know 
where you’re staying, they come and 
just destroy your rooms.” He refuses 

! to work in the audience itself, . 
for the main reason that a lot of peo
ple associate us and the Stooges to
gether and so we’ve always ... I 
think both groups have gone out of 
their way to disassociate. Each wants 
to be different from the other. Iggy’s 
gig is going into the audience, and 
that’s his so I let him do that. I don’t 
infringe. I stay onstage and do all my 
theatrics from the stage. Poor Iggy’s 
going to get killed doing that one day 
because that audience, they really will 
kill you without knowing it. They 
could easily trample you.”

Haunted House: The group has ac
quired new living quarters in Green
wich, Connecticut. “It’s really a big, 
big, place . . . it’s really nice. It looks 
like Hill House, you know, in The 
Haunting of Hill House, you know, 
by Shirley Jackson, Well,” Alice 
settled down and hit the Budweiser 
again, scrunching his thin frame into 
a wicker basket-chair, “this house is 
on Hill Road. Believe me, the first 
time I went up there I was scared to 
death because I went up there alone 
and it was really a classic scene. I 
went up there and this house has 
about forty rooms . . . it’s got fourteen 
bedrooms . . . and I went up there 
with this guy who was going to show 
me the house and he’s saying, ‘No one 
stays after dark. When it gets dark 
you’re alone,’ and, ‘After dark no one 
can hear you screaming.’ No . . . 
really,” Alice tried to keep himself 
from cracking up in convulsive, hung
over laughter. “That was the scene. 
There was an old lady that lived 
there, you know, the housekeeper. It 
was the classic scene and I went, ‘Oh, 
really?’ And they showed me all 
around the house and I got up on the 
third floor, the third storey, and I 
got lost and really started to panic 
because there were so many rooms 
and I couldn’t find my way to the 
stairs. I was really in a panic when 
I found the two trap doors, one went 
up to this loft or something . . . wow 
. . . there were cold spots in the 
house, cold places, and I was really 
freaking out. I wouldn’t stay there 
alone, not even now.” Alice pays about 
two grand a month for Hill House, 
but his road engagements keep him 
from having more than a week or so
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A New album:
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on Warner Bros. Records, 
where it belongs.
All Warner Bros. Records are also available on Ampex-Distributed Warner Bros. Tapes, Thank Goodness.

“...Just about the finest performing rock band around these days.” 
-CIRCUS
“Yea, the Faces are at it again....”
-ROCK
“...a major talent and a stunning sound.”
-FUSION
“One of pop music’s last, best hopes...”
-BOSTON AFTER DARK
"...greatest British rock and roll band since the Stones ” 
-SOUNDS
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